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THE SCHOOL OF LA\ø CALENDAR
SUMMER SESSION 1967
June 3-saturday: Registration,
June l-Monday: First day of

classes'

courses'
June 12-Monday: Last day for adding and dropping
no
classes'
Day;
Independence
4-Tuesday:
July

July 14-Friday: Last day of classes.
July 1Z-Monday: Examinations begin.
July 21-Friday: Examinations end.
FÁ.LL SEMESTEK 1967
August 3 O-\Øednesday: Registration.

Âugust 3l-Thursday: First day of

classes.

for adding and dropping courses'
September 1l-Monday:
recess begins at close of cl¡sses'
Thanksgiving
November 22-\iØednesday:
Last day

November 27-Monday: Classes resume, 8:00 a.m.
December 8-Friday: Last day of classes'
December

ll-Monday: Examinations begin.

December

21-Thursday: Examinations

end.

SPRING SEMESTER 1968
January 10-\Øednesday: Registration.
January 1l-Thursday: First day of classes.
January 22-Mondey: Last day

for

adding and dropping courses'

April i-Friday: Eastet recess begins at close of
April 16-Tuesday: Classes resume, 8:00 a.m'
May 3-Friday: Last day of classes.

classes.

May 6-Monday: Examinations begin.

May 1f-Vednesday: Examinations

end.

Baccalaureate' McFarlin Memorial .Auditorium,
Graduation Exercises, Moody Coliseum, 2:00 p'm.

May 26-sunday:

10:30 a.m.;

Ofices of The School of Law and the University will be closed July 4;
November 23; Decembe¡ 23,24,25, atd 26¡ Janutty 1; and April 1z'

ADMINTISTRATION, FACULTY, AND STAFF
OFFICERS OF THE SMU BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Eugene McElvaney, Chøírøøn of the Board
Paul E. Martin, Vice-Cbøìrm.øø of the Boørd
Gerald C. Mann, Semetøry of the Boørd
Phoebe A. Davis, Assìstøøt Sectetøry of the Boørd

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
C.

¿4..

Tatum, Jr.,

Cbøìrmøø

\Øilliam P. Clements, Jr.
George P. Cullum, Sr.

Robert B. Cullum
\f. H. Dickinson, Jr.
Mrs. \Ø. rV. Fondren
S. J. Hay
Karl Hoblitzelle
Floyd B. James
Gerald C. Mann

Paul E. Martin
Eugene McDermott
Eugene McElvaney
George F. Pierce

\Ø. Kenneth Pope
Charles Prothro
Robert H. Stewart,

III

Robert G. Storey
\Øillis M. Tare
Mrs. H. Harold TØineburgh

LA\ø SCHOOL COMMITTEE OF THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Gerald C. Mann, Choìnnøn

Fair
Malone
Dr. E. Loyal Miles
\Øilton H.
Ross

Judge A.lfred P. Murrah

Harry A. Shuford
James

H.

lViseman

LA\ø SCHOOL BOARD OF VISITORS
Harry L.

Bigbee,

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Henri L. Bromberg, Jr.,
Dallas, Texas

Clovis Chappell, Jr.,
Midland, Texas
J. \Ø. Crosland, Jr.,

Dallas, Texas
Marshall J. Doke, Jr.,
Dallas, Texas
Dean Dunlap,

Amarillo,

Texas

Justice Joe Greenhill,

Austin,

Jess

Texas

T. Hay,

Dallas, Texas

Eugene Jericho,

Dallas, Texas
A. Kilgore,
Dallas, Texas

James

Joseph

T. Nance,

Dallas, Texas
Judge James Noel,

Flouston, Texas
Percy D. \Øilliams,
Flouston, Texas
H. \Øilson, Jr.,

James

,A,tlanta, Georgia
Sam \Øinstead,

Dallas, Texas

The School of Law
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ADMINISTRATION

\øillis M. Tate, M.A', LL.D., L.H.D., Sc.D', Presid'ent of tbe Uni'
uersìty

H. Neill McFarland, 8.D., Ph.D., Prouost of tbe Uniaersity
R. Richard Rubottom, Jr., M.A', Vi'ce'Presi'dent for Ilniuersity Lìfe
Uøìuetsity Relations
James H. Stewart, B.B.A., Yice-Ptesiilent for
Uniuersìty
tbe
of
Sectetøty
B.B.A.,
A.
Davis,
Phoebe
Charles O'Neill Galvin, B.S'C., M.B.A', J'D', S'J'D', Deøø
School of Løtu
Robert Gerald Storey, 8.4., LL.D., Deøn Emetìtus
James

R. Craig, B.B'4., LL.B., Assistønt

Charles

A. Thompson, 8.4., LL.B.,

of

The

Deøn

'4'ssls/øøt

Dean

Purcell, 8.S., LL.B', Dìtector of Deueloþtn'ent
Doris Beale, Adminístrøtiue Assìstøøt to tbe Deøn

David

\f.

FACULTY

Ad'iø1ct Professor oÍ Lly
Henry David Akin
Á.B., So.rthwestern lJniv., 1922; LL'B', Univ' of Texas, 1921
Assistønt Professor of Løu
Saul
- - \Ø. Baernstein'È
À.S., Dartmouth College, 1960; LL.B', Univ' of Texas, 1961
Robert Allen

Bernstein

8.S., Stanford lJniv,,

Assi'stønt Prcfessor

l9Í2i M'A', l9J6; LL'B',

ol

Løtu

American

Univ., 1962

Yhitìøg Assocìøte Ptofessot of Løw
LL'B,, 1936
Prcfessor of Løut
Alan R. Bromberg
19l2
rJniv,,
Univ,,
Yale
LL.B.,
L949i
8.4., Harvaid

David

Bolton

8.S., Columbia

Univ',

19331'

Profes-sor^"Í !!y
Charmatz't
Jan
" Paul
8.S., 8.'\., Univ. of Prague, 1928; J'U.D', 19"; M'S'' 1931;
LL.ív{., Yale Univ., L952i LL'B., Univ. of Mississippi' 19f I
Assistant Prolessor of Lau
R. Crais
"IamesB.B.A.,
Sõuthern Methodist Univ., 1960; LL.B., 1961

Flarvev L.

Davis

Professor

of Ldat

8.4., Uttiv. of Akron, 1937;LL.B., Southern Methodist Univ',
L940

Emerv
' 8.4.,
Úniv. of Visconsin, l92l;
John L. FitzGerald
riØashington,

Clvde

ol

Løw

LL.B', Flarvard Univ',

1930

Professot Eøetìtus

Ptofe\ot

I=øu

-of
1928 LL.B,, l9l2; LL'M', FIar8.4., Univ. of
1940
Univ.'
vard Univ., 1934; S.J.D., Georgetown

+

On leave, 1967-L968'

Faculty
SØilliam J.

Flittie

B.Sc.L., Univ.

11

of Minnesota, 1946; LL,B,

Prolessor of Løw

Columbia Univ.,

1947

Fritz't*
Yisitìng Prof essor of Løat
8.4., Univ. of Texas, 193f ; M.4., 1938; LL.B., 1946
Charles O'Neill Galvin
Professor of Løut
B.S.C., Southern Methodist Univ., 1940; M.B.A., Northwestern lJniv., l94l; J.D., 1947; S,J.D., Flarvard Univ., 1961
Robert S. Glen
Adjanct Professor ìø Psycltìøiry ønd. Løtu
8,S., Stanford Univ., l9f 0; M.D., 19f4
Arthur Leon Harding
Professor of Løat
4.8., Univ. of Arkansas, 1924; J,D,, Univ. of Michigan, 1927;
S.J.D., Flarvard Unw,, l9t2
George 1ù,l/. Hardy III*'¡{'
Visi.tiøg Assocìate Professor of Løw
8.,A.., Virginia Military Institute, 1954; LL.B., Louisiana State
Univ., 19f8
Richard \Ø. Hemingway Yisìting Assocìate Professor of Løat
8.S., Univ. of Colorado, 1910; LL.B., Southern Methodist
Univ., 19fl
Paul B. Larsen
Assìstant Professor of Løtu
8.,4.., \Øilmington College, 1953; LL.B., Univ.',of Cincinnati,
1960; LL,M, New York Univ., 196); LL,M., McGill Univ.,
196'
Lennart Vernon Larson
Professor of Løu
8.S., Univ. of \Øashington, 193); J.D., 1916; S.J.D., Univ. of

ltrØilliam Francis

Michigan, 1942

Vi.si.ting Associøte Prolessor of Løw
Jr.
4.8., Univ. of California ât L.Â., 19J2; J.D., Univ. of Southern California, 7963; LL.M., Flarvard Univ., 1961

Lawrence D. Lee,

McKnight
Professor of Lau.,
8.4., Univ. of Texas, 7947;8,A., Magdalen College, Oxford
Univ., 1949; B.C.L., l9l0; M.4., l9l4; LL.M., Columbia
Univ., 19f9
Charles J. Morris
Visiting Prolessor of Løw
8.4., Temple Uruv., 1944; LL.B., Columbiã Univ., l94s
George A. Pelletier, Jr.
Assistøøt Prolessor of Løut
B.B.A., Univ. of Notre Dame, 196l; LL.B., 1962; LL,M,,

Joseph \Øebb

Flarvard
Reba Graham

Univ,

1963

Rasor

Assìstønt Professor

of

Løut

8.J., Univ. of Texas, 1946; LL.B., Southern Methodist Univ.,
1966
+É Summer

***

Sssion 1967 only.
Spring Semester 1968 only.

The School of Law
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Professot Etnerittt's of Løut
Rav
8.4., Cerrtre College, 1924; LL,B., Univ. of Kentucky, 1928;
S.J.D., Univ. of Michigan, 1930
Yhiting Associate Professo.t oÍ !!y
Robert A. Riegert
LL.B', Harvard Univ', 19f 3;
Cincinnati,7948;
8.S., Unii. of
Doctor of Laws, Heíáelberg, 1966
Associøte Prolessor of Løw
Eusene L. Smith
" B.B.A., Southern Methodist Univ., 19lf ; LL.B., 19t8

Rov Robert

Howard J.

ol

Taubenfeld

-Ptofessot
A.B.', Columbia Univ., 1947; LL.B,, 1948; Ph'D" l9t8

Løut

Professor
A. "J. Thomas, Jr.
"f,!fY
8.S., Texal A&M College, 1939; LL.B., Univ. of Texas, 1943;
LL.M., Univ. of Michigan, 1947; S.J.D.,19JI
Assistøøt Prof essor -of Lø.u
Charles A. Thompson
8.4., Univ.'of Montana, 19f l; LL.B., Southern Methodist
Univ,, 1966
Assocìdte Ptolessot ol Løu
\Øilliam VanDercreek
8.S., Iow¿ State Univ., l9f2; J,D., Univ. of lowa, l9f l;
LL.M., Yale Univ.' 1919
Ptofessor of Løtu
Charles \Ø. lùØebster
Ph.B., Marquette Univ., 1942i LL,B,, Univ. of 'ùlrisconsin,
1948

Arthur B.

lphite

Visitiøg Prclessor of Løat

8.4., \Øashburn College, l9J9; LL.B., l9l9

Moss'Wimbish

Professot Etnerìtøs

,4..8., East Central State College

Univ. of Oklahoma,

of

Oklahom¿,

of Løu

192\ LL'B,

1942

Assistønt Ptof essot ol Løta
8.4., Bi"rmittgham-Southern College, 1918; M.A', Vanderbilt
Univ., 1960; LL.B., 1962
Yisiting Professor of Løu
Toseoh P. 'Witherspoon
'4.8., Univ. of Chicago, 1916; LL.B', Univ. of Texas, 1948;

Fl¿rvev

Vineo

S.J.D., Flarvard Univ., 1961

J. B.

\lrolens'''

Asshtaøt Ptofessor

ol

Løtu

8.4., Rice Univ., 19f 3; LL.B., Southern Methodist Univ., 1962
Adiøøct Professor in Medicine ønil Laut
Ozro T. Voods
8.4., Univ. of Nebraska, 1920; M,D., 1924
LECTURERS
Edward A. Copley, Jr.
8.,{., Southern Methodist Unív., 19J7; LL.B.' 1960
+

On leave, 7967-1968

Faculty

13

Marshall J. Doke, Jr.

8.4., Hardin-Simmons lJniv, 1956; LL.B., Southern Methodist Univ., 19f9
Betty Sue Goolsby
8.4., Texas Christian Univ., 1948; LL.B., Southern Methodist
Unív., 196l
Richard D. Haynes
8.4., Univ. of Oklahoma, 1954; LL.B., Vashington & Lee
Univ., 19f8
Herbert S. Kendrick
B.B.A., Southern Methodist Univ., 19J7; LL.B., 1960

Donald J. Malouf

B.B.A., Univ. of Texas, l9Í7; LL.B., Southern Methodist
Univ,, 1962; M.B.A., Univ. of Texas, 1963

Paul McCarroll

LL.B., Univ, of. Texas, 1927
John H. McElhaney
B.B.A., Southern Methodist Univ., 1916; LL.B.' 19t8

D. Carl Richards
8.S., Univ. of Utah, 1943; LL,B., Southern Methodist Univ.,
79t2
\Øalter \Ø. Steele, Jr.
LL.B., Southern Methodist U niv,,

19 17

LIBRARY STAFF
Hibernia Turbeville, 8,A,, Lau Lìbrørìøn
Susie K. Albright, 8.4., 8.S., M.A., Assistøøt Løu Libtøriøø
Billie Brooks

Ruth Crozier, 8.4., M.L.S.
Lyndall Ferrel
Carolyn Hoffm¿n
Aline Sears
N¿da Smit

LA\ø SCHOOL

STAFF

K. Jury

Tommye Acker

Jean

Janet Balch
Lois Blackburn, A.B.
Kay Fisher, B.A.

Eleanor Ledbetter
Susan Leedy

Norma McGrew

Carolyn Galloway, B.A.
Twil¿ Gerlich
Marjorie Gray
Elizabeth Holroyd, B.S.

Dick Morris, 8.S., M.S.

Mary Nelle Jeffers

Margaret Smith, B.A.

Beatrice .L. Johnson
George Jones, B.A.

Margaret Seifert, B.A.

Carolyn Selmon

Mary Grace Shuey, B.A.
Loweda \Øester

Gerry Vootton

t4

The School of Lav¡

ASSIGNMENTS TO SPECIAL DUTIES
ADMISSIONS: Professors Larson (Chairman) , Craig, FitzGerald,
Morris, Thompson, VanDercreek, and \Øebster
CURRICULUM: Professors Bromberg (Chairman), Flittie, FIemingway, Larson, McKnight, and Smith

GRADUATE: Professors Thomas (Chairman)

,

Charmatz (ot

leave), Flarding, Lee, Morris, Pelletier, Smith, and Taubenfeld
LIBRARY: Professors Harding (Chairman), Bernstein, Bromberg,
Charmatz (on leave), and McKnight
SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS: Professors Ray (Chairman),

Craig, and Thompson
ADVISORS TO LEGAL CLINIC: Professors McKnight (Chairman), Flittie, Pelletier, Smirh, and VanDercreek
ADVISOR TO Soathuesterø Latu Joarnøl: Professor Craig
ADVISOR TO loarøøl of Air Lau.' ønd Coinlnetce: Professor Larsen
DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE OF AEROSPACE LA\Ø:
Professor Taubenfeld

DIRECTOR OF LEGA.L CLINIC: Professor Bolton
DIRECTORS OF MOOT COURT ACTIVITIES: Professors Davis
and VanDercreek

MEMBERS OF FACULTY SENATE: Professors Davis, Flittie,
Harding, Larson, ¿nd Taubenfeld

MEMBER OF

THE UNIVERSITY PLANNING COUNCIL:

Dean Galvin
MEMBER OF THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE COUNCIL:

PTo-

fessor Larson

MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONA.L COUNCIL: Professors Charmatz (on leave) and
Thomas

T""

sc'ool oF LA\ /

or

southern

M.thodirt University was established in February 1921. The School
is a member of thá Association of American Lav¡ Schools and is

approved by the Section on Legal Education of the American Bar
Association.
The Southwestern Legal Foundation was organized in 1947 as a
Texas non-profit corpoiation for the purpose of supporting.legal
education, projects in legal research, the improvement of the administr¿tion of justice, and continuing legal education of practicing
attorneys.

THE LEGAL CENTER
The School of Law is located on the northwest corner of the
University câmpus, within the city limits of University !-ark, 1pproximatély frve miles from the business center of Dallas. The
School of iaw buildings (pictured elsewhere in this bulletin) include
Storey Hall, Florence Hall, and Lawyers Inn.

Lawyers Inn provides living quarters and dining facilities for
seventy-ûve students and contains a lounge, recreation room, faculty dining room, and several guest rooms for visitors. Florence
Hail, to bJremodeled completely in 1967, contáins the Law School
classrooms, seminar rooms, and a courtroom, The main building,
Storey Hall, houses the several libraries, administrative and faculty
ofrcei, the Southwestern Legal Foundation offices, the Soøtbutesterø
Latu lournal, the Joørnøl lf et Løut ønd Corntøerce, the Oil ønd.
Gøs Reþorter, a seminar room, a large auditorium, and a lounge.
The buildings are of modified Georgian architecture, conforming
to the style of all permanent buildings on the câmpus. The classrooms and courtroom are commodious and well appointed. The three
large reading rooms in Storey Hall provide a place for study and
research under excellent conditions,
The Law Library contains approximately 138,000 volumes carefully selected to provide for study and research as well as to avoid
unnecessary duplication. It is equipped with a microcard reader,
a photocopy machine, and other modern facilities. Accessions are
made at ihe rate of approximately 71000 volumes a year, with
special attention being given to materials in the fields of Oil and
Gas, Taxation, Insurance, International Law, Comparative Law, and
Jurisprudence. Emphasis is also placed on L¿tin-American legal
publications. Codes, periodicals, and outstanding treatises have been
acquired from most of the Latin-American countries. There are also
collections of legal literature of France, Germany, Italy, and Spain.
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The Library contains all reported cases of the federal courts and all
reported cases of the state courts as well as all English cases from
the time of Henry VIII. There are also collections of the reported
cases from the principal countries of the British Commonwealth,
including Ireland, Scotland, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,
and Canada.
The Library has complete ûles of over three hundred and ûfty
leading legal periodicals. It currently subscribes to seven hundred
periodicals of which over one hundred are from foreign countries. The statutory collection includes the current statute law of

the United States and of all of rhe stares, and a selectecl list of
United States Governrnent documents, including congressional reports and hearings valuable for research in legislative intent. The
rules, regulations, and decisions of the administrative agencies of
the federal government are kept current. The Library has excellent
collections of treatises, encyclopedias, digests, citators and loose-

it a valuable worhing laboratory for stuof all leading rexrbooks are available. There

le¿f services which make
dents. Several copies

âre many texts on the subjects

of government,

economics, interna-

tional relations, and business in the collection,
Fondren Library, neer the Legal Ccnter, houses the gencral library
of the University. Its facilities are available to law sìudenrs.

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
The primary purpose of The School of Law is thc preparation of
the student for the practice of law. The curriculum combines
training in the science and methocl of the law, knowleclge of the
body of the law, and practical experience in the hendling of professional problems. It also explores the relationship and responsibility of the lawyer to other segments of society.
The theoreticâl aspects are imparted by the case ancl problem
methods o{ instruction. The case method involves the thorough
analysis of selected câses, stâtutes and other materials, and the cliscussion of legal principles deduced from them. Stuclents are inrroduced to the materials they will use in the pracrice of law, and
learn to mahe distinctions and to reâson by analogy.
In the problem method, srudenrs reacl wiclely in rexts, cases,
statutes, rulings, and legal instruments. The information so acquired

is organized and analyzed by the instructors in lectures and by
the students in class discussions and solutions to assigned factual

problems.

Students gain practical experience not only through the problem
method of instruction, but also through such courses as Practice
Court, Moot Court, and Legal Vriting, and by work in the Legal
Clinic, as student editors of. the Sou.thuestern Løw f ournøl and the

Pre-Legal

Studies
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lou.rnø\, ol Aìr Løu ønd' Cotnmerce, ¿nd as student assistant editors
of. the Oi.l ønil Gas Reþorter,
Throughout the curriculum, every efiort is made - to keep the
classes as small as possible and thereby give students the advantage

of inclividual attention and

close personal relations

with their pro-

fessors.

PRE-LEGAL STUDIES
prescribe a fixed course of prelegal study, but does examine the iecords of each applicant for ad'
mission tã determine whether the undergraduate courses taken
reflect adequate preparation for the study of law. So far as the stuhe should seek a well-rounded pro'
dent is freì to ãleðt
"o.t.t.t,
it to the greatest extent Practicable the
gram, incorporating in
following sub.iects: English, History, Mathematics, Literature,
Economics, Philosophy, Political Science, and Accounting- Particular attention shõuld be devoted to the development of facility
and style in use of the English language.
DISCIPLINE
To safeguard its ideals of scholarship, character, and proper personal conduct, The School of Law reserves, and each student as a
condition of admission concedes to The School of Law, the right to
require the withdrawal of. any student at alny time for any reason
The School

of Law does not

deemed by the Í.aculty to be suficient.

Dismisial from the school may be honorable, as in the case of a
student dropped solely for poor scholarship, or dishonorable, as in
the case of eipulsion for violation of the examination rules or honor
code or other ierious breaches of discipline. Minor infractions of the
rules of The School of Law vrill render the student liable to suspension from classes and cancellation of examinations or to other
aoorooriate sanctions.
^'Strrä.rrr, in The School of L¿w shall not, without the written
consent of the Dean, either individually or collectively use the name
of Southern Methodist University School of Law in any activity
of. any kind outside the regular v¡ork of the school. Violation of this

rule is regarded as sufrcient cause for dismissal'

Honor System. The School of Law is conducted on an Flonor
Ali phases of the student's association with his fellow studênts and with the school are covered. A partial list of specific
areas includes respect for the property of other students and the
School, use of thelibrary, adherence to regulâtions of the School and

System.

the University, and course work,
Examinations in The School of Law are not proctored. Each student takes his examinations on his honor.
Infractions of the Honor System are dealt with by the Discipline
Committees of the Student Bar Association and the faculty.

TUITION AND

FEES

Tøitioø. The tuition f.ee is $67Í for each of the two semesters
of the academic year and g3lf for the summer session. Part-time
students in the Evening Division are charged a tuition fee of g4so
for each semester and $240 for the summer session. Special part-

time students taking less than the minimum course load for the Evening Division are charged g80 for each semester-hour. Part-time
graduate students must pay a tuition fee of $81 for each semesterhour. Tuition and other charges are subject to change at the begin-

ning of any

semester.

All

students are entitled to use of The School of Law and University libraries, health services provided by the University,* admission

to numerous University-sponsored lectures, programs and performances, participation in thi activities of the Umphrey Lee Student
Center, and services of the University's Placement Ofrce and Psychological Services Center (including the Reading Service Division,
the Speech and Hearing Clinic, and the Division of Testing, Counseling, and Guidance). Each law student also receives t coqy of The
School

of Law Yearbook.

Full-time students are entitled to admission to all on-campus athletic contests involving University teams and admission to home
football games played in the Cotton Bowl. Each full-time student
also receives â copy of. the Rotu.nìlø, the University yearbook.
Auditor's Fee. Members of the State Bar of Texas or graduates
approved law schools who have been permitted to enroll as auditors-in courses in the undergraduate curriculum are charged a fee

of

of g40 for each semester-hour. The
is not refundable.
Admissíon

fee is payable at registration and

Deþosìt. Each applicant accepted for admission to the

ûrst-year class is required to deposit $31 with the Admissions Secrcrary of. The School of Law q¡ithin four v¡eeks of the date of his

* The University provides ¿ limited health setvice. All students living in the
University dormitories or enrolled for regular work in the University are en-titled to the following health services: an unlimited number of consultations with
the University physicians during ofrce hours at their Health Center ofüces,
confe¡ences and ìrãatmerts by the nurses at such other times ¿s may be designated by the physicians. Blood counts, urinalysis, physiotherapy, special -laboratory
t"rt, ,râ all X-iays are made with minim¿l charge' Prescriptions are filled in the
Health Center Phatmacy. All nev¡ students will receive free tuberculin test and
X-ray of chest when test is positive. These privileges are extended to all ambulatory students irtespective of residence, Students living in University dormitories
and taking all meais in University dining halls are also entitled to hospitalization
in the Health Center v¡ith nurse and doctor in charge' A charge of $i.00 per day
will be made. For students not taking meals in University dining halls and not
living in dormitories, a charge of $2.t0 per day will be made for each day of
hospitalization.

Tuition and Fees
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âcceptânce. This deposit is applied against the tuition fee for the
first-semester, The d.eþosit h iorfeìtei ìf tbe student føìls to entoll.

Trunscrìþt Fee, Transcripts are issued only by the University

Registrar's Office. The ûrst transcript requested is provided v¡ithout
charge; for each additional transcript there is a fee of $!1 T,rqnscripls cannot be released unless a itudent has satisfred all of his
ûnancial obligations to the University.

Payment

of Accoants. Tuition,

room, and board charges for

each semester or summer session are due and payable at the time of
registration, but statements will be sent on request. Installment pay-ãnts -"y be aranged with the University Cashier's Office.
Upon his failure to make any payment within 10 days -after it is
due,-a student may be dropped from the University until s¿tisfactory ârrângements'have been made with the University Cashier.
The fee for late registration is $20. There is a late payment charge
of 6l when a paymènt is made after its due date. A fee of $l is
charged for adãing or dropping a course. A charge of $1 will be
m¿de for each check dishonored by the bank.

Refund;. If a student should register in The School of Law ¿nd
for a'good reason be unable to attend classes, all of his tuition except 6-lf ($10 for new students) will be refunded. If a student
rtæodt classes, but leaves the University within three
t"girterc
"trdthe trst day of. registration for a semester or summer
weeks after
session, one-half of his tuition may be refunded. Refunds are allowed only upon honorable dismissal by the Dean of The School of
Law and muJt be applied for at the date of withdraq¡al. After the
third week no refunds are allowed.

HOUSING AND MEALS
in the School of Law quadrangle, provides
for seventy-five unmarried law students.
The room rental rate for a semester is $22J for each person in a
double room. A few single rooms are available at a semester rental
of $2t0. Rooms are engaged for the entire academtc year.
Lawyers Inn, located

residenôe accommodations

The rooms are comfortably furnished and linens are provided'
Application for residence must be made on ¿ form supplied by the
Directo. of Lawyers Inn and must be accompanied by a deposit of
gf 0. Approval oi application mây not be given until.the applicant
is acceptid for admission to The School of Law. Application forms
r.trt automaticâlly to all students accepted for admission.
"r"Limited on-campus facilities are available for married students
and single -o-.tt. Information concerning these facilities may. be
obtaineã by writing the Ofrce of Special Services of the University.
A number of Unúersitv-owned apartmettts are located near The
School of Law. Informaiion aborrt th.- *ty be obtained from the
Business Manager of the University.
Meals are served Monday through Saturday noon in the Lawyers
Inn Dining Room. The privilege oÍ using the Dining Room is ¿vailable to all itudents and io their guests. Those using the Dining Room
(except first-year students living in the In-n) may pay-for each
àeal s"p"rat"ly or may contract at the time of registration for break-

for a full semester.
All first-yeu støilents li'uíøg iø Løtuyers Inn øre requíted to tøk"e
tbeir tneøls-in the Inn's Dìning Rooø. The cost of meals for one
semester is g270, plus 2/o staie sales tax, payable at the time of

fasts, lunches, or dinners

registration.
Rates for rooms ¿nd meals are subject to change at the beginning
of. any semester.

FINANCIAL AID
AND GRANTS-IN-AID
SruoBxrs BscrNNrNc rHB Frnsr Ynnn or Llv Sruoy
SCHOLARSHIPS

Substantial scholarship grants âre made each year to highly quali-

fied graduates from colleges and universities in all parts of the
nâtion, Entering students with exceptional qualifications may be
granted assistance covering tuition, fees, room, and board. A
number of full tuition scholarship awards are made each year to
graduates of accredited colleges who have maintained excellent
scholastic records. Partial tuition awards in varying amounts are
also rnade each year to college graduates with good scholastic
records who demonstrate need.
.A.pplication for full or partial

tuition awards should be made to

the Chairman of the Committee on Scholarships and Loans on
form which can be obtained from the Secretary of Admissions.

a

All scholarship awards are made for one year. Recipients must
re-apply each year for further awards or grants.
StuorNrs'!7'rrrr Apve¡¡cED STANDTNc
A number of full and partial tuition scholarship awards are made
to students with advanced standing, on the basis of superior academic attainment in law studies, qualities of student leadership, and
need. Grants-in-aid to be applied toward tuition cost are ¿lso made
each year to students with advanced standing, on the basis of
creditable scholastic records, qualities

of

student leadership, and

need.

Any student with advanced standing desiring to be considered
for either a tuition scholarship or a grant-in-aid may obtain information about application procedures from the Ofice of the Dean.
All scholarship awards and grants-in-aid are made for one year.
Recipients must re-apply for each year Í.or further awards or grants.
The following named scholarships have been provided by individuals, law 6.rms, and business establishments for students with advanced standing. A number of these scholarships are supplemented
by long-term Lav¡ School Fund Student Aid Loans.
Scholarships

of

$1,ooo or more:

Atutell, Grøysoø, and Atarcll

Høny L. Bigbee

Scbolørship

Cloaìs Chøþþell,

lr.,

Dølløs Ait¡notìue,
D ølløs

I udìciøry

Vilton H. Føìt

Scbolørsbì.þ

Scbolørsbip

lnc.

Scltolør sbì.þ

s hìþ
Scbolmsbtp

Sc bolør

F-
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Arthør L

leønette Gíøsburg Scbolørshì.þ
B. Felix Hørri.s Memorì:øl Scbolørsbì;þ
V. R. Hørrìs, Sr., Memoriøl Scbolørsbip (endowed)
lolcn E. Hicl¿man Memorial Scbolørship
løckson, Vallzer, Vìnsteøil, Cøntuell, ønd Miller Scholøship
lenL.ens, Anson, Sþrødley, and. Gilchrist Scbolørsbì'þ
Johnsoø, Brotnberg, Leeils, ønil Riggs Scbolørsbì.þ
Erin Bøin Jones Scholøsålp (endowed)
Jobn Leddy Jones Menoriøl Scbolarsbi.þ (endowed)
Loclze, Pørnell, Boren, Løney, ønd' Neely Scbolanbiþ
Lomas ønd. Nettletoø Finønciøl Corþorøti.oø Scholarsbiþ
McKool, McKool, øød lones Scholarsbì.þ
Morton Lewis Memorìøl Scholørsbìþ
aød.

G, C, Morton Scholarshìþ
ølaiø S c h olar bi þ
Rit chie, Rì.t c ltie, øød Crosløød. Scbolar shìp
loe C. Steþbens, Jr., MemoriøI Scbolørsbiþ
\Y ør d Ste þ henson Sc holør s bip
Hazel Porter Storey Memoriøl' Scbolarsbiþ
Robert G, Storey, Jr., MemotiøI Scbolørshìþ
Strasbørger, Price, Keltoø, Mørtin, ønd' Unìs Scbolørsbìþ
Thonr.þsoø, Knight, Sìmmons, ønd Bu'llion Scbolørshì.þ
Vynne, løffe, ønd Tinsley Scholørsbìþ
Three scholarships have been provided by an anonymous beneÍ.actor.
Røy -G

s

of less than 91,000:
Akin, Yiø\, Hamilton, Kocb, ønd. Tøbb
Scholarships

Scbolørsbìþ
bolør
tier
bom
son
Sc
s
bip
Berns t ein-P
-T
þ
Butler, Biøion, Rice, Cooh", and Knøþþ Scboløsbìp
el.le

Dalløs Latuyers Vìaes Club Scholørsblp çthree scholarships, one endowed)

Dalløs Title øøil Guørøøty Comþany-Dølløs-Texøs-Nøtìonøl
Comþøny Scbolørshìþ
D u.rn ø s, H ø gaenin, øn d Bo o t hm' øø S c h ol ør s bì'þ
Geary, Bri.ce, øød. Leuis Scbolørshi.þ
Gølf Coøst Chørì.ty Foøndøtioø Scholørsbìþ
lørnes A. Kilgore Scbolørshiþ

Frank A. Lì.dd.ell Memoúal Scbolørsbì'þ
McCøll, Pørk"burst, øøil Horton Scholarsbiþ

Title

Financial

,{id
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Chørles Sbtulcy Potts Mernorìøl Scbolarsbip

V illiørn Ale x ønd. er Rhe a Memorìøl S c bolar s bi'þ
Allen Hønter Strøsbwger Memoríøl Scbolørsbiþ

of Defense Coønsel
Villiaøs Scbolørsbì.P

Texøs Associøtion

Percy D.

Kølman'V oleøs Memorìal
Funds

Sc

Scboløtsbip

holør sbi'þ

to be used toward the endowment of

scholarships have

by Mr. and Mrs. Rosser J' Coke, The Dallas Lawyers \Øives'Club, Mr. Hawkins Golden, Mrs. J. Roscoe Golden, the
iate Mrs. Annie Morris Anderson, Mrs. Erin Bain Jones, and V. R.
been contributed

Harris, Jr.
LOÁ.NS
,A.ll students in good standing at The School of-Law, including
entering students, are eligible for loans under several 19an programs.
Loan piograms are administered by the University Office of Special
Services.

Each application is judged on an individual basis. Some of the
factors considered are the itudent's income, assets, expenses, and the
purpose for which the loan is requested. Additional information
by writing to the Director, Ofrce of Special Serv-ry b" obtained
icei, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 75222,

PRIZES
The Dallas Lawyers'\Øives Club makes a cash award of $100 to
an outstanding student in the second-year class' The aw¿rd is based
on scholarship and need.
The Dallas ûrm of Carrington, Johnson, and Stephens Presents a
gold watch to the outstanding student in the first-year class.
The Bureau of Nation¿l Afiairs awards a yeat's subscription to
Ilnited. Støtes Løut Veeþ. to the graduating senior who has shown
the greatest improvement in scholarship in his third year'
Prentice-Hall, fnc., gives a two-year subscription -to the Fedetøl
Tax Guid.e each year tõ the editor of the Journøl of Ail Lau ønil
Corntnerce v¡ho has made the outstanding contribution to the overall development of the Joarnø\.
The \Øest Publishing Company and Vernon Law Book Co:npany
present annually a sei of thã two-volume treatise' Texøs L-øta ol
'Euiìlence,
to the student editor of the Soøthuestetn Løta lomnal
who makes the outstanding contribution to the lournø\, both quality and quantity considered,
The Dallas trm of Thompson, Knight, Simmons, and Bullion
gives each year t cash award of $too to the student editor who
lrites the best original comment published in the Soathuestern
Løw loørnø\,
The Dallas ûrm of Meer, Chandler, and Carlton gives each year
a cash award of gl0 to the student who prepares the best recent case
note for the Southuestern Løut Joørnø\.
The School of Law gives each year a prize of. gt0.00 to the
student who has prepared the outstanding comment and a prize of.
$t0.00 to the student who has written the best câse note for the
loørnal of Air Lau., and Comrnerce.
The Dallas ûrm of Johnson, Bromberg, Leeds, and Riggs gives
each year g100 to the student deemed by the Í.acrÃty to be outstanding in the fields of corporate and fi.nancial law, based both on
grades and on one or more original papers,
The Dallas trm of Kilgore and Kilgore gives each year a cash
award of gl00 to the student who prepares the best original paper
dealing with oil and gas law.
The Dallas ûrm of Goldberg, Alexander, and Baker gives each
year a cash award of gl0 to the member of the class in Creditors'
Rights who receives the highest grade on the 6nal examination in

the course.

The Thomas Jefferson Society of the United States offers the
Thomas Jefferson Prize in Legal Ethics, an award of $200, to
students in The School of Law and Perkins School of Theology who

2t
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do the most effective work in the teld of legal ethics and the relation of religion and law. Conditions of the award are established
by the faculties of the two schools and the prize may be divided
between the two schools.
The American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers
conducts each year the Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition. The
writer of the best paper submitted by a student in The School of
Law on some subject dealing with copyright law is awarded a ptize
of $z¡0. A prize of gl00 is given for the second best paper. The
best paper is entered in the national competition where an a:ward
of 61,000 is made for the outstanding essay.
The Texas Trial Lawyers awards each year ¿ 9100 prize for the
best comment in the telds of torts or workmen's compensation law.
The Arthur Stedry Flansen Consulting Actuaries of Dallas offers
each year awards totaling 9400 for scholastic excellence in the ûelds
of estate planning and employee benef,t.
The Dallas trm of \Øynne, Jaffe, and Tinsley presented to the
School oÍ. Law a bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year the
name of the outstanding student or students in inter-school moot
court competition. The ûrm also m¿kes a cash award of $i0.00 to
each student selected.
The American L¿w Book Company awards each year one selected
title of Corþas Jaris Secønd,arn to the first-, second-, and thirdyear students who have made the most signiûcant contribution
toward overall legal scholarship.
The \Øest Publishing Company awards each yeat a selected title
from the Hornbook Series to the students in the ûrst-, second-, and
third-year classes who achieve the highest scholastic averages.

The Robert J. Hobby Memorial Av¡ard of g1f0 is presented
by the ûrm of Durant, Mankoff, and D¿vis to the student writing the most outstanding paper in the ûeld of federal
each year

taxation,

The Passman, Jones, Stewart, Andrews, and Flunter Award is
given annually to a third- or fourth-year Evening Division student who has maintained a high scholastic averâge and has, at the
same time, carried heavy responsibilities of personal and family
supPort.

Mr. Russell M. Baker of the Dallas Bar has presented to The
of Law a bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year the

School
names

of the

members

of the winning

team

in the Moot

Court

Competition.

The Criminal Law and Procedure Award of Merit, a cash award
Burleson of the Dallas
Bar to the student writing the most outstânding law journal casenote or comment dealing with Texas criminal law or criminal pro-

of gf0, is presented each year by Mr. Phil
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cedure, or dealing with constitutional law concerning the rights
of the criminally-accused. If no award can be made on the foregoing basis, the student making the highest average grade -in all
ãf tñ. con r.s in the criminal law field shall receive the ¿ward.
The Mercantile National Bank at Dallas gives each year to the
student making the highest grade in the Estate Planning and Practice
of $too, ãnd to the student making the second
course ân
"w"id
in that course, an award of $f0.
highest grade
Tbe Vøll Street Journøl each year awards a one-year subscription
6 the loarnøI and'a medal to the graduating senior nominated by
the faculty on the basis of student achievement.
Bound reprints of selected topics from American Jurisprudence
by the Lawyers Cooperative Publishing Company and
are pr.r.nt.ã
^Bancroft-t{øhimey
Co. to the students writing the best examithe
nation paper in a number of courses.

SCHOLARLY PUBLICATIONS
The Soøtbtpesterø Løut foørnø\, a quartedy legal periodical, has
been published by The School of Law since 7947. Although the
title of the publication indicates its former purpose of treating the
law of the iouthwestetn are , its scope today embraces signiûcant
phases

of local, national, and internatiònal law. The lowrnøl reaches

judges, law schools, and attorneys throughout the United States and
abrõad. Each issue contains ârticles by prominent scholars and
attorneys and analyses by student writers of recent casesr statutest
and developments in the law.

The ope?ation and management of the loørnøl is vested in a
of Editors composed of senior students. Second-year stu-

Board

dents, originally selected on the basis

of

scholarship, become candi-

for the Board if they have exhibited a high capacity for
legal research ¿nd writing. Alt editorial responsibility is in the
Board of Editors. The work of the students, coupled v¡ith the
dates

guidance and assistance of the law faculty, has produced a periodical

permanent value to the legal profession. Lavr journal training
is widely recognized as an invaluable complement to formal legal

of

education.

The Journøl of Aìt Løw ønd. Contmerce, a qtr rterly publication
founded in 1930, is also published at The School of Law. The only
scholarly periodical in the English language devoted primarily to the
legal and economic problems of aviation and space, the Joørnøl has
a world-wide circulation, with subscribers located throughout the
United States and f0 foreign countries. Each issue contains articles
dealing with the many complex problems of the rapidly expanding
airline industry, domestic and international. Among the contributors
are distinguished lawyers, economists, government oficials, and
scholars in diverse fields of intellectual âctivity. Complemented by
special sections dealing with topical issues of a diverse nature, stndent comments, câse notes, and recent decisions, book reviews, and
editorial comment, the loørnal constitutes a vital forum for the
discussion and analysis of contemporary issues afiecting aviation
and the law of outer space. The Jou.rnøl's policies and plans are
formulated by the student Board of Editors in conjunction with
an Editorial Advisory Board composed of internationally-prominent
scholars and a member of the faculty of The School of Lav¡ who
serves as the senior editor.
A substantial portion of each issue of the lournøl of Aír Løw ønd.
Cornrnerce is devoted to material prepared and edited by the student
Board of Editors, who ¿re senior students competitively chosen on
the basis of scholarship and demonstrated research and writing
talents. In all respects the experience gained in writing and editing
for the loørnøl is equivalent to that offered by other leading law
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reviews. The training provided by the Jou.rnøl and the opportunities it affords for professional advancement are important adjuncts
to any law student's education¿l experience.

OTHER STUDENT ACTIVITIES
AND ORGANIZATIONS
The Applled Legal Truiniøg Progrøm is conducted each summer.
Regular rt.rd.næ änishing thlir sðcond y97r of law -work lthird
y.". io the Evening Division) may enroll. The student is comto whom he is assigned. Assignments are
pensated by the employer
-(ûrms,
corporations' and governmelt) -for
made to lãgat ofrcãs
twelve weeÉs. Some tsòigtt*.tttt ãre divided between legal ofûces
and district or county courts.

The Order ol the Coì'f , a national laq¡ school scholastic honor
society, was established at SMU i¡ 1967. Not more than tcn per
cent of each graduating class may be elected to- membe-rship by
vote of the faðulty. prom tS¡ I to 1966, The Otdet of tbe Voolsøck wæ The School of Law's honor society and had the same
standards for election as The Ord'er of tbe Coif ,
The SMU Student Bør Associøtioø, composed of all students in
the school, has as its general PurPose the promotion of the interests
of the student body.- The A.ìsoðiation conducts forums at which
le¿ders in public and professional life discuss topics of current interest, and it also sponsors social functions each semester.
Tbe Legøl Cliníc ønd Trøining i'n Professioøøl Resþon1ì,bílUy. In
cooperâtion with the Dallas Legal Aid Society and the D¿llas Council õf Social Agencies, the Schõol operates a Legal Clinic under the
supervision of á Director who is a member of the-faculty-. For this
wôrk the School maintains ¿ suite of student offices and provides
secretarial assistance. Additional offices ¿re located in \Øest Dallas.
C¿ses involving domestic relations are cleared for the Clinic through
the Dallas Family Service Agency, while cases from out of the
county come by rcfercal from other legal aid clinics and societies.
Selected students are appointed to assist court-appointed attorneys
in defending criminal ãses. Students also advise prisoners in the
state penitentiary by mail. Students interview clients, prepare pâpers'
and v¡ork as assistants to the âttorneys of record when the cases
reach the litigation stage. In some civil câses the judge allows the
students to assist in presenting the c¿se in court. This v¡ork is open
to second- and third-year students.
lVith the assistance of a matching grant from the National

Council on Legal Clinics, administering a Ford Foundation fund,
The School of Law placed in operation in September 1964 a practical and far-sighted program in Training in Professional Responsibility. Under this program, the Legal Clinic was expanded by
the opening of a \Øesc Dallas office in an effort to serve more indigeni persons in depressed areas who cannot afford legal counsel.
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The new program carries with it ¿n increased efrort to develop in
the student an appreciation of the interrelation of other disciplines
and law, as well as a coordination of the existing instruction in

legal ethics, practice court, and applied legal training. This
Training in Professional Responsibility is consonant with the
School's aim of producing not only professionally competent but
also professionally responsible attorneys prepared to assume the role
of the lawyer in modern society.
The Børústers, a general service organizúion of ûfteen law students elected on the basis of scholarship, leadership, achievement,
and personality, has as its purpose to undertake various projects for
the bene6.t of law srudenti and the School.

The Ad.uocates is an organization composed of all students residing in Lawyers Inn. It hólds dinner meeiings to which prominenr
lawyers and judges are invited for addresses on inreresring legal
topics. It also m¿intains an active interest in the social v¡elfare of

all

residents.

Tlte Regioøøl Moot Court Comþetìtìoø is held each November.
Law schools from Texas, Oklahomi, Louisiana, Arkansas, and New
Mexico are eligible to compere. Prominenr lawyers and judges serve
as judges in the preliminary and final rounds. The three represenrâtives of this School are chosen in a series of Moot Court arguments held in October. This competition is a part of rhe N¿tional
Moot Court Competition sponsored by the Association of the Bar
of the City of New York. The winneri of the Regional Competition
go to the ûnals in New York City.

Tbe Støte ltr.ni.or Bar Moot Coørt Comþetìtìon is held each June
part of the annual convention of the State Bar of Texas. This
is an appellate moot court comperition between the law schools of
Texas. The question always deals with a moor point of Texas law.
The three representarives of this law school a.e õhosen in a series of
moot_court_ arguments held in April and May. The school represented 6y the winners receives an engraved plaque from the sponsors, The State Junior Bar of Texas.
as a

Legøl Fratnnities. Chapters of three narional legal fraternities
have been established at the School-the John Hemþhill Senate of
Delta Theta Phi, the Roger Brooke Taney Chaprer of Phi Alpha
Delta, and Monteith Inn of Phi Delta Phi. Alpha Psi Chapter of the
Kappa Beta Pi Internâtional Legal Sorority is active for the bene6.t
of women students.
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THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM
ADMISSION
Dates of Admissioø. Beginning students in the Day Division are
admitted in the fall semesrer only. Entering students are no longer
accepted in the Evening Division.

lor Admìssìon. Applic*ion for admission should be
in advance of the date of intended enrollment. Application must be on forms supplied by The School of Law. The application must be supported by transcripts from all colleges attended by
the applicant and by college questionnaires and letters of recommendation on forms supplied by The School of Law. A person fi.ling
an application while still enrolled in his undergraduate studies should
ûle transcripts showing the worh completed to date ¿nd the courses
in which he is enrolled at the date of application.
Each new full-time student of the University must present r¡¡ritten evidence of a recent physical examination by his personal physician. Registration of the new student is not complete until the
physical examination form provided by the University has been 6.led
with the Director of the Health Center.
All full-time students must have been vaccinated against smallpox within the last ú.ve years. Students are encouraged to have upAþþlicøtìon

made well

to-date inoculations against tetânus, polio, and influenza.
Aþþlicøtion Fee. A fee of glf.00 must accompâny each application for admission. The application fee is not refundable, but will
be credited against tuition if the applicant is admitted and registers.
The aþþlication fee i.s not øþþIicøble to stødeøts øþþIying for ød.mission for Sømmer Sessi.on 1967 or Føll Semester 1967.
Løa Scbool Admissìoø Test. Candidates for admission to the trstyear class must take the Law School Admission Test administered
by the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey. Application blanks with complete details about the test may be obtained
by writing to The School of Law.
Candidates are urged to take the test on the November or
February testing dates preceding the fall semester in which they
seek admission.

Adm.i.ssion by Selection Admission to The School of Law is
by selection based upon the academic record of the applicant and
other available data. The school reserves the right to reject any
applicant without statement of reason,
Credit Reqøire¡neøts. An applicant must have been granted t
bachelor's degree from an accreditecl college or university, or must
have completed the ûrst three years of a six-year combination course
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leading to a degree in Law and Arts or Law and Business Administratiãn (8.,4.. or B.B.A.) upon the completion of a yeat of.law
study. Stidents entering on ihe combination Programs must have
.".ttãd ninety semest.t-hoors of college or university credit, exclusive of crèdits earned in non-theory courses without substantive
content aoorooriate to the studv of iaw. No stødent utill be ød'mitted. on^ihe'combination þløn øfter Seþtember 1967, Credit earned
by correspondence is not acceptable.

Admissioø Fes. Students accepted for admission are required to
deposit $3t.00 with The Schoolìf Law within four weeks of date
of-acceptance. This fee is credited toward tuition charged uPon enrollmenì. b uìll be forfeited if the stødent føíls to emoll.
Aplu¡rss¡oN To Aov,qNcno SreNorNc
Pnsons Elìgíble, A student who has completed successfully a part
of the law course in ânother law school which was at the time of

of the Association of American Law Schools,
or approved by the Section on Legal Education of the American
Bar Ássociation, may apply for admission with advanced standing.
The student m.ut aito hãrre met the admission requirements of this
law school at the time he began the study of law. Students who

his study a member

have been excluded from or are on probation at another law school
are ineligible.
Døtes

of

Adm.i,ssion. Transfer students who have completed two

or more terms of work in another law school may be admitted in
the summer session or in either semester of the long session. An
applicant who has completed only one term elsewhere should submit
a list of law courses taken and inquire concerning possible dates of
admission.

Aþþlicøtì.on. Application

for

admission

with

advanced standing

must be made on forms supplied by The School of Law. It must be
supported by transcripts from all colleges and law schools previously
attended. Good standing in the law school last attended must be
established by a letter from the dean of thau school.
Ad.uønced. Credìt. Advanced credit for work completed in another law school will be determined by the Admissions Committee.
Advanced credit will not be granted for a course completed in another law school with a grade below C or its equivalent.
Mìnì¡nøm. Resìilence Requiremmt A student admitted with advanced standing may not qualify for a degree from The School of
Law until he completes satisfactorily at least two semesters' study in
the Day Division or three semesters' study in the Evening Division.
AUDITORS
Members

of the State Bar of Texas or graduates of approved law

t4
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schools may be enrolled as auditors in courses in the undergraduate
curriculum, Auditors âre not admitted to graduâte courses. Auditors take no examinations and receive no credit for work taken.
Full-time students in the University may audit with the approval
of the instnrctor, subject to conditions he may impose.

REGISTRATION
Registrøtion Periads. Students who fail to register during the
announced registration period must secure permission of the Dean
to register lare. A late iegistration fee of $20.00 will be charged,

without exception, of all students who register late.
Minimøtn ønil Møxi.mann Hoars,

Ev¡N¡Nc D¡vrsror.r
D¡v D¡v¡s¡oN
Term Summer LongTerm summer

Long

Minimum"

Maximum

lt

7**

10T

t*'F

Add.ing, Droþþing, ønd Vìtbdrøtìøg, A student must give written notification to the Ofrce of the Dean whenever he adds, drops,
or v¡ithdraws from a course.
In those cases in which the student adds or drops a course' notifrcation shall be on a form provided by the University Cashier's Ofice.
A fee of g1.00 is charged for each course the student adds or drops.
Periods during which a student may add or drop courses âre set out

in the calendar on Page 8.
Notiûcation of withdrawal from a course must be given on a
form supplied by the Dean's Ofrce. A student may, with the consent of his faculty advisor and the instructor, withdraw without
penalty from a course at any time prior to noon on the last day of.

in ¿ semester or summer session. A notation of withdrawal
(\Ø) will be entered for the course. A student shall not be entitled
to a refund of tuition if he withdraws from a course.
classes

CLASSROOM \ú¡ORK

AND ATTENDANCE

Classroom Vorh.. The instructor may, with the consent of the
Dean, exclude a student from a course for poor classroom work or
for improper conduct in the classroom. In such case the student will
receive a failing grade (1VF) in the course.

Attendønce, Regularity in attendance at classes and diligence in
the discharge of all duties are required. Attendance records may be
kept by instructors; their decisions control in the matter of penalties
for unsatisfactory attendance records.

t Unless a smaller number vill meet ¡esidence and graduation requirements.
f**I 2 with consent of the Dean for good cause,
\Øith consent of the Dean, Legal Aid (l semester-hour) may be taken in
addition.

3'

Grades and Credits

Absences fuom Qøìzzes. A student who fails to take a previously
announced quiz may not continue the course unless excused by the
Dean for goõd cause shown in writing (in advance if possible). If a
student iJ excused from a quiz his grade in the course will be
determined as though the quiz had not been scheduled.

from Exønìnations. A, student unable to take a ûn¿l
at the time scheduled, because of illness or other un¿voidable cause, must as early as possible (in advance iÍ. practicable) notify the Dean in writing of such absence and the reason for
it. The Dean, in conference with the instructor, will pass upon the
reason and notify the student of his decision. If the reason be found
sufrcient, the student may take the examination with the class rvhen
it is next given. The Dean will atfihorize a special examination at a
time to be ûxed by the instructor only under excePtional circumstânces. If the re¿son is found to be insufrcient, the student will
receive a failing grade (VF) in the course.
Absences

examination

GRADES AND CREDITS

The minimum passing grade is 60. The final grade in a

course

is based upon written examinations and other written work. No
tnal examination paper or other work will be regraded. A student
who fails to pass a required subject may repeât the course but is
not required to do so except when failure is due to dropping or
being excluded from the course.

of Comþatìng Auerøges. The grade in each course will
in proportion to the semester-hows credit assigned to
the course. In computing the âverâge there will be included the
marks from ¿ll courses in which the student has taken the tnal
examination or received a final grade, regardless of whether credit
in a particulâr course is required to meet the minimum requirements for graduation. \Øhen a course is repeated, both grades will
Method.

be weighed

be entered
receives

puting

in

computing the overall average. \Øhen the student

a

grade of \ØF,
the average.

it will

be entered as a grade

of 40 in

com-

RESIDENCE

Døy Diuìsiou ,4. candidate

for

graduation must have been in

residence for not less than six semesters (six semesters and one
summer session for students entering prior to September L964), To
gain residence in the Day Division, the candidate must have been
registered in that Division for not less than ten semester-hours in
a semester or five semester-hours in a summer session, ¿nd must
have passed not less than nine semester-hours in the semester or ûve
semester-hours in the suûlmer session,
Eueni.ng Dìuisioø:

A

candidate

for graúration must have

been

in
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for not less than eight semesters (or eight semesters and
two summer sessions for students entering prior to September
1964). To gain residence in the Evening Division, the candidate

residence

must have been registered for and

passed

not less than six semester-

hours in the semester or three semester-hours in the summer session.

General:

If ¿ student is registered

for but fails to

pass the mini-

mum number of hours required for residence, he will be granted
fractional residence credit in proportion to the amount of work

by repeating a course if resifirst taken.
a student transfers from one Division to the other, a period

passed. Residence cânnot be earned

dence was earned when the course was

If

residence in the Evening Division will be considered as threefourths of a like period in the Day Division, and a period of residence in the Day Division will be considered four-thirds of a like

of

period in the Evening Division.

\TITHDRA\trAL AND READMISSION
\Yìtbdrøwø\. A student may voluntarily withdraw from The
School of Law before the date of his first examination. In this
event, no credit will be given for work in any class, and â notation
of withdr¿wal (\ø) will be enrered on rhe srudenr's record.
Reøilmíssion of Fortner Stadents. Stuclents who have v¡ithdrawn
from The School of Law while in good standing will be readmitted
subject to the following limitations.
Students who withdrew before completing their trst semester
of law study may apply for reaclmission in the fall semester only.
Students who completed one semester may apply for readmission at
the beginning of the spring semester only. Students who completed
two or more semesters may apply for readmission at the beginning
of either semester or a summer session.
Students who apply for readmission within the following periods
will be readmitted without reexamination of their entrance credentials: Those who withdrew before earning twelve semester-hours
credit, within twelve calendar months from the date of withdraÌ\¡al; those who withdrev¡ after earning twelve or more semesterhours credit, within twenty-four calendar months from the date of
withdrawal. In computing these periods there will not be included
any period or periods in which the student v¡as on active duty v/ith
any oÍ the armed services of the United States, or any period in
which the student w¿s licensed and engaged in the practice of law
in this or another state. Students who apply for readmission after
the expiration of the periods stated will be required to comply with
the requirements for admission and graduation in efrect at the date

of

readmission.

The Løut Qaødrøøgle-Storey Høll, lef t;

uork
in the Lau Librøry

Shttlen.ts øt

Løayers lnn, ceøter; ønd Florence Høll, right

I
I
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classroom..
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Practicc Cou.rt itt.
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Att inf ornal lcctttrc in NIaco Steuart Cotu'troont,

sessi.ou..
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ACADEMIC FAILURE AND PROBATION
In this section, "semester" does not include the summer session;
"upperclassman" meâns one who has completed two semesters or
trilo semesters and ¿ summer session with an overall average of 70
or more, For the method of computing grade averages, see Page
3t.

First-Yem Stad.eøts:
1. Any ûrst-year student whose overall average ât the end of
the first semester is less than 60 shall be excluded.
2. Any trst-year student whose overall average at the end of
the first two semesters is less than 68 sh¿ll be excluded.
3. Any trst-year student v¡hose overall average at the end of
the ûrst tv/o semesters is between 68 and 70 shall be on probation.
Any such probationary student must in his third semester either
raise his overall average to 70 or more or obtain a semester aerage
of at least 72. Otherwise, he shall be excluded. A student who r¿ises
his overall averuge to 70 or more shall be removed from probationary status. A student who fails to raise his overall average to ¿t
least 70, but u¡ho obtains an ayerage of. 72 or more in his third
semester, shall become an upperclassman on probation.

Trønsfer Students:
student admitted with advanced standing upon transfer from
another law school shall be subject to the sâme scholastic requirements as a student who h¿s successfully completed his 6.rst year

A

^t

this School.
Uþþerclassmeø:

1. Any upperclassman whose overall âverâge
below 68 shall be excluded.

2, Any upperclassman

whose overall average

tt

ú:ry time falls

at aîy time is be-

tween 68 and 70 shall be on probation.
3. Any upperclassman who begiru a semester on probation and
whose average for that semester is less than 70 shall be excluded.
Reødmìssìon:

Any student who is excluded for poor scholarship may petition
the faculty for permission to re-enter the school. Such permission
may be granted upon whatever terms and conditions the factlty
in its discretion wishes to set, if the faculty feels that the petition
has merit.

All

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
for the degree of Bachelor of Laws must satisfy

candidates

all the following requirements:
l, Resiilence: The residence requirements set out on Page

31.
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The last two semesters of Day Division residence must be earned in
this school. The last three semesters of Evening Division residence

must be earned in this school.
2. Hours ønil Grailes: Ninety semester-hours credit with an over-

all grade average of not less than 70.

3.

Coørses:

(a) All required courses set out on Pages 42 and 43.
( 1) Students who entered the School of Larñ¡ in fall semester
196i must take those courses required in the third year, plus the
courses required of 6rst year students as of fall semester 196f.
(2) Students who entered the School of Law in fall semester
1966 mt¡st take the courses required in the second and third years,
plus all courses required of ûrst year students as of fall semester
t966.

(3) Students

who entered the School of Law prior to fall

se-

mester 196f must satisfy the course requirements of the catalog
under which they entered, to the extent possible.
(b) ,A.t least one course involving International and Comparative
Law or Jurisprudence. Such courses are designated "Group E" in
the course descriptions on Pages 42-tl, 62-66, aîd 69.

(c) At least one planning course.
(d) At least one seminar, other than a planning course, in which
a substantial paper is required. Satisfactory completion of both

semesters oÍ the f oarnøl of Afu Løta øntl Cotcmerce or Southuestern
Løtu lournal' Editorial Seminars is a satisfactory substitute.*
(e) ,4s an ølternøtiue to tbe reqøiremeøts oÍ (b) tbroøgh (d)
aboue, students ubo entereil tbe School of Løw iø føll' semester
196T or eørli.er may elect to tneet grøiløøti.on requirertents by søti.slying the rcquirements set fortb in þørøgrøþbs i(b), j(c),3(d),
ønd 3 (e), þage 22 of the 1966-1967 School of Løw Balletiø.

4. Tirue Lintit: A candidate may offer toward the fulfillment of
the requirements only those courses completed by him in this or

another approved law school within (a) the six calendar years
preceding the intended date of graduation if he has been enrolled
in the Day Division or another full-time law school, or (b) eight
calendar years if he has been enrolled in the Evening Division or
another part-time law school. In computing the period, there shall
not be included any time during v¡hich the candidate was on âctive
duty with any U.S. armed service or was licensed and engaged in
the active practice of law in any state.
t Students who desire to write ¿n extensive paper in their third ye¿r mây
substitute two hours ot Directeà Reseørch for the seminar requirement.
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Except for the limit¿tion under rules regarding readmission of
former-students, a student must meet the Residence and Hours
and Grades r"q,rit.-.ntt (1 and 2 above) in efiect at the time he

enters. FIe wili not be afiected by subsequent changes in these requirements. Other requirements may be changed from time to time

with such applicability

as the Fâculty determines.

HONORS
Candidates for the LL.B. degree having the highest âverâge grades,

not to exceed ten per cent of the graduating class, may by vote of
the faculty be av¡ãrded the degree cum løad.e, magnø cam løøde,

ot sltnrnø cøm løøde. No one shall be eligible for honors who shall
have taken elsewhere more than one-third of the work offered for
the degree. The average grade shall be based on work done in this
school only;

but to receive the

degree

with honors a transfer from

ânother law school must have at least a B average in law courses at
the school previously aftended. Normally, the minimum averâges

for honors

¿;re c'uîn

løude-BJ; ,nøgfitt cun løaile-\8; søtnmø caø

løad.e-90.

SCHEDULE OF COURSES 1967-1968
For the year 7967-1968 the faculty proposes to offer the

courses

on Pages 40-47, The number opposite each course indicates the number of semester-hours of credit. Every effort will be made to adhere
to this progrâm, but intervening circumstances may require minor

changes. Persons interested in particular courses should inquire
about them shortly before the beginning of the semester or session

for which they are announced.
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SUMMER SESSION 1967

Dav DrvrsIoN
Reqaìred Coørse
Income Taxation

Criminal Trial .A,dvocacy
and Pr¿ctice

Electiue Courses
Oil and Gas

3

)

2
Texas L¿nd Titles
Texas Matrimonial
3
EvrNrNc DrvrsroN

Damages

International Law
Criminal Trial Advocacy

md

a

Legal ,{ccounting

)

Prectice

Damages

2

Property

Legal Accounting
Texas Land Titles --------------Texas Matrimonial Property

--------

J

z

)
----------

3

FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS 1967-1968
Dny D¡v¡sroN
FÂLL SEMESTER

Crimes

Introduction to Procedure
Property

Torts I
Use

I

of Law Books

spnrr.rc

srlrnsr¡n

1968

tFfust Yeør Required. Coørses

I

Contrâcts

1967

I

---------

------------------------

II

t

Contracts

2

t

Criminal Procedure
Introduction to Procedure

3

Legal

3

Property

I

J

Vriting

Torts II

t

II

--------

II

3

I

t
3

tSecond. Yeør Requireìl Courses

Constitutionel Lav¡ I
I (\Øills and Trusts) -------Income Taxation
Estates

Evidence

3

3

Commercial Cods
Constitution¿l Law

II

4
----------------"-- 2

fThitd Yeør Reqøired Cou.rses
Ethics Lectures
4

0

Electiue Coørses

*,4,dministrative Agency Practice -Administr¿tive Lew

Air Law I

-----------

Buiness Associations

-----,-

f

Law

Civil Rights Seminar

---------

Collectiv"e Bargaining S"*i;;; ---*Commercial Law (Civil) -----------*Comparative Criminal
Justice ---tComparative Private

Internrtionâl Law

Abstracts

I

3

Á.dmiralty

3

,A.ir Transport Labor Problems----

2

3

Arbitration Seminer

*Civil

2
2
2

t

a

2
3

2

-------------------- 2

*Corporate Finance
2
Corporate Planning --.------------------ 2
Directed Reseerch -------------------- l-3
t
Equitable Remedies
Estate Planning ¿nd Practice ----- 2
Ethics and Law Seminar ------------- 2

* Graduate course open to undergraduate

f

Required courses must be taken

Air L¿w II

7

*¡A,mericen Constitutions -----.
Business Associations II -----.

2

t
*Common Market Law -------.
2
Conflict of Laws
5
*Continent¿l and Latin American
Legal Theory
2
*Corporate Reorganization ------------ 2
t
Creditors Rights

Directcd Resea¡ch

.

--------------------

I-3

Domestic Relations
Employæ Relations --------------------Est¿tes II (Administration

md Taxation)

2

-,------------------------ 2

students.

in the year and semester

a

indicated.

Schedule
Federal Courts
Future Interests Seminar

*Governmenr Regulation of

--

______

of

3
2

Oil and Gas
*fnter-American Regional Law __-International Law ----. ...---Jou.rnøl of Air Løw ønd Commerce
Editorhl Seminar

Labor Lew
*Law in Society I

Legal "A,ccounting

Lelal Aid

--

--:

-,-------------_______

I
)

-_--------____

2
2

--------------------"---

1

Municipal Corporations
Property Security

2
2

Regulation of Business
*Secu¡ities Regulation
Sotdhuestent Løru Jounal

Courses

4L

Fede¡al Appellate Practice
and Philosophy
2
*Federal Oil ¿nd Gas Taxat¡on ---- )
Government Contracts
2
t
fnsutance
tlnternation¿l Organizations Law -- J
Jountøl of Air Lau ønd, Cotntnerce
Editorial Seminar ------------------ I

Labor Problem¡ Seminar ------------L¡nd Use Planning ---------------------Law and Psychiatry -------------------

*Law in Society

II

2
2
Z

------------------------ 2

Legal Aid

3

Legal Problems of Outer
Space Activities

2

Medico-Legal Problems

2
2

Patent Law
Practice Court

2
2

Editorial Seminar --___-_--____-_______- 1
*Tax Procedure and Litigation
+Taxation and Fiscal Policy --,___ z
-___--__ 2

Oil and Gas

t

Problems in Professional
Responsibility
*P¡oblems of Doing

2

t

Business ,4,broad

Roman Law
2
Science, Technology, and Law ---- z
Sou.tbwesterø Løtu Journøl
Editorial Semin¿r -------------------- I
+Taxation of Business Entities _-____ 2
+Taxation of Defer¡ed
Compensation Plans -___--___--,______ 2
¡Workmen's Compensation
------------

F.Á.LL SEMESTER

EvENrNc DrvrsloN
1967
s}RrNc
Required Courses

Commercial Code
Estates I (lVills and Trusts) -------Ethics Lectures
fncome Taxation
Business Associations

Corporate Planning
Creditors Rights

Directed Research

I

None

lfElectiue
3

-------,---------------_ 1-3

)

ff This listing is of

Courses
Abstracts
Business .A.ssociations

Conflict of Laws

II

----------------

3

Directed Research ------------------------ 1-3
Govetnment Contr¿cts -------------------- 2

3

Insurance

3

illedico-Legal P¡oblems

2

Oil and Gas

Vorkmen;r co'åp.*;;;-_-------"--- I

+ Graduate coufse open

SEMESTER 1968

3

---,-.-------------- 2
2

Equitable Remedies
Evidence
Labo¡ Law
Property Security

I

Patent Law
Practice Court
Rcgulation of Business
Texas Practice

2
3

2

2
3
3

to

undergf¿duate students,
courses ofiered especially for Evening Division srudents.

Evening students may also register
permit.

for Day Division cortrel if rheir

schedules
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
The unit of credit is the semester-hour, which represents one
class-hour per week for ¿ semester. The number of semester-hours
of credit given for the satisfactory completion of each course is
stated. Letter symbols following the course descriptions have these
meanings: Gr.-group assignment; Un,_'ro group credit; R\trresearch and writing credit possible. Groøþ ønd. RV desì.gøations
øe not øþþlicøble to neu stødents. Graduate course descriptions
apPe^r at, Pages 62-66. This is a complete list of courses open to
undergraduates; see Pages 40-41 f.or those currently ofrered. Others
will be ofrered in the future.

REQUIRED COURSES
Commerciøl Coìle. Four hours. Study of Uniform Commerci¿l
Code with special emphasis on sections relating to sales,
negotiable instruments, and secured transactions. Sales: passing of
title, risk of loss, warrânties, remedies of buyer and seller, secured

transactions. Negotiable instruments: form, negotiation, holders
due course, personal and real defenses, banking procedures of
collecting and remitting, dishonor, discharge; bills of lading and
warehouse receipts; suretyship problems. (Gr. A)

in

Constitutionøl Løtu I ønd. II. Five hours. A study of the constitutional
powers and limitations of federal, state, and local governments

in the light of the Constitution of the United States. Emphasis
is placed upon the principle of judicial review; the federal commerce power and its limitation upon state economic regulation;
the fiscal and proprietary powers of the Federal Government, its
w^r, tÍeaty, and other powers; inter-governmental relations;
rights, privileges, and immunities under the Constitution, particularly the meaning and application of due process of law,
limitations on imposition of criminal liability, freedom of expression and religion, and the equal protection

Contracts

I

and

ll.

of the laws.
of the com-

Six hours. History and development

mon law of contract; principles controlling the formation, performance, and termination of contracts, including the basic
doctrines of offer and acceptance, consideration, conditions, mâterial breach, damages, contracts for the benefit of third persons,
assignments, and the Statute of Frauds.
Crim.es. Two hours. Origins and sources of the criminal law;
the elements of crime and the various specifi.c crimes, including
homicide, assault, rape, larceny, robbery, and arson.
Crfutìnøl Proced.øre, Two hours. Criminal procedure under the
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, including jurisdiction, venue,
preliminary examination, grand jury, indictment, information,
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trial, sentence, probation, and parole; rights of a criminal
defendant under the United St¿tes ¿nd Texas Constitutions.
pleas,

/. Three hours. A b¿sic course in the law governing trusts and
the testate and interstate devolution of property. Subjects cov-

Estøtes

ered include intestate succession; form¿lities of inter vivos and
testamentary transfers; creation of trusts; constructio¡r of donative instruments; and policy considerations in the disposition of

wealth. (Gr. B)
Ethics Lectares. No Credit. Material relating to the "rights" ¿nd
"responsibilities" of admission to the bar, review of Canons of
Ethics and interpretative opinions, consideration of particular
problems arising out of relationship of the lawyer to his client,
opposing counsel and the co,¿rt, Probl,erøs ìn Prof essioøøl Resþoøsìbility or Etbìcs and. Løu Se¡nìnør may be substituted by the
student in satisfaction of the Etbics Lectures requirement.

Euìdeøce. Four hours. (Three hours in the Evening Division.)
The law of evidence in trials at common law in the Federal
Courts and in Texas, including examination, competency and

privileges of witnesses; leading rules and principles of exclusion
and selection, including the hearsay rule and opinion rule; problems of rernoteness and undue prejudice; judicial notice; burden
of proof and presumptions; functions of judge and jwy. (Gr. C)

Incotne Tøxøtìoø. Three hours. A study of the federal income tax
system; analysis of sections of the Internal Revenue Code, Treasury Regulations, rulings, and case law; development of concepts
of income, deductions, capital gains. (Un.)
Legal' Vritìøg, One hour. Study of legal style, legal draftsmanship and actual drafting of memoranda and opinions on assigned

points of law. (RV/)

Introd.ucti.on. to Proced.øre

I

ønd.

lL

Six hours. Civil procedure, pri-

marily on the trial level; forms of action; single form of action;
distinction between law and equity; merger of law and equity;
modern civil action of today under modified common lav¡ and
equity, under the codes and under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, including jurisdiction of courts, venue, process, pleading,
pre-trial practice, right to a jvy tria,l, withdrawing cases from
a juty, motions after verdict, judgments, and their enforcement.

Proþerty

I

ønd

lI.

Six hours. Selected topics in personal property

law; possessory and non-possessory estatès in fee, for life-anã for
term, and their respective incidents; concurrent ownership; future interests; landlord and tenant; covenânts running with land;
e¿sements; licenses; water rights.
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I and Il, Six hours. Civil wrongs arising from breach of
duties imposed by law as distinguished from duties created by
contract;-including trespass to person and property, negligence,
misrepresentation, defamation, and nuisance; right of privacy;

Torts

fault and absolute liability.

of Løut Boolzs. One hour, Group program covering use of
law library, form of citation of authorities, and research tech-

Use

niques.

ELECTIVE COURSES
Abstracts, One hour. Nature of an abstract of title; contracts
to furnish an abstract; ownership of abstract; liability of abstrâcter; examination

of

abstracts. (Gr. B)

Ad.m.inistrøtiue Agency Prøctice.

Two hours.

See Page

62 for

course description.
Ad.minístrøti.ae Lølu, Three hours. The nature of the administrative
process-formal and informal; separation of powers and the legislative delegation of rulemaking and adjudicatory discretion; the
basic powers and actions of a representative federal agency and
a representative state agency, with comparison of the interlocking
requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act and the Model
State Administrative Procedure Act; the power to investigate
and the right to be represented by counsel; necessity for notice
and hearings; the examiner, the separation of functions, decision
making by the agency; limitations on the exercise of agency rule-

making and adjudicatory power; the right to, methods, timing
and scope of, judicial review of administrative action (Gr. D)

Admiralty, Three hours. Admiralty jurisdiction; maritime liens;
Flarter Act and Carriage of Goods by Sea Act; salvage; general
average; collision; chârter parties; personal injury and death;
marine insurance; limitation of liability. (Gr. E)
Air Løta I. Three hours. A course focusing mainly on the tort liability of air carriers, air traffic control agencies, airports, and
manufacturers, and on the special application of contract and
property doctrines in the ûeld of aviation. (Un.; RV)
Afu Løut II. Two hours. Government control of aviation ranging
from study of Civil Aeronautics Board practice and Transportation Department regulation to study of the interaction of
nâtionâl governmental regulation with international regulation.
(Un.; RV)

Ail

Transþort Løbor Reløtions. Two hours. See Page 69

description.

for

course
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Analytical førísþudence. Two hours.

A

study

4t

of the sources of

law, its techniques, and its phases of application with particular
reference to the Anglo-American system of private law; and an
analysis of such concepts as legal personality, the right-duty relationship, possession and ownership, succession, and the role of
legal procedure. (Gr. E; R\Ø)
Antitrast Seminør. Two hours. A careful consideration of the legal,
economic, and political issues involved in the public regulation
of competition and monopoly. Several of the specific problem
areas, including mergers, marheting arrangements, and patents
are treated in the context of selected indusrries. (Gr. A; RIüØ)
Arbìtrøtion Semìøar. Two hours. .4. comprehensive study of presentday arbitration as a leading merhod of settling disputes Ëetlt'..rt
manâgement and labor in commercial arbitration including international commercial arbitration. A paper or papers will- be required. (Gr. D; R\Ø)

I €d II. Five hours (two in fall, three in spring;
no credit for one parr without the other). Pørtøerltiþs: fõrmãtion, control, liabilities, properry, dissolution and disposition of
business; aggregâte and entity concepts; internal and external
relations of partners; limited partnerships. Cotþoratìotts: form¿tion, control, duties and rights of directors and shareholders,

Bøsiness Associøtiotts

ûn_ancing, capitalization, distributions and organic changes; publicly-and closely-held colporarions; securities ¿nd blue iky [aws.

ThroughoLÍ, income tax, aspects are explored, and planning and

problem-solving are emphasized. Special atention is-given to the
Texas Business Corporation Act âs a representativJ of modern
statutory trends. (Gr. A)

Ciuil Løu. Three hours. See Page 62 for course description.
Ciuil -Rights Seminør. Two hours. An inquiry inro rhe origin,
evolution, present sratus and conrinued uriliry

of

constitutiõnai

limitations protecting individual liberty from interference by

Government, state and narional, More particularly, consideration
selected- problems concerning freedom of speech and political
activity, the separation of church and srare, sifeguards fõr rhose
accused of crimes, substantive and procedural due process, equal
protection of the laws, the role of the military in our democritic
society, and analogous maæers. (Gr. D; RV)

of

Collectiue Bøgaíni.øg Setnìnør. Two hours. Restricted ro srudents
having had Labor Løut. Deals with problems in collective bargaining. \Øill cover selected topics in regard to management
rights, seniority, grievance procedures, and such economiã issues
as wages,

A

automation, and supplementary unemployment bene6.ts.
will be required. (Gr. A; R\Ø)

paper or papers
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Com'merciøl Løw (Civil-Law Curriculum). Three hours. See Page
62 for course description.
Comtnon Mørk"et Løw. Two hours.
Coruþørøtì.ue Criminøl' lustìce.

See

Page 63

Two hours.

for

course description'

See Page

63 for

course

description.
Conr'þørøtiue Príuøte lnternøtionøl Løta.Two hours. See Page 63

Íor

course description.

Confl.ict of Løtus. Three hours. The law relating to transactions
háving é1.*.ttt in more than one state; domicile; bases-of ju¡is;
dictioä of courts and of stâtes; the rules developed and applied
with respect to property, contracts, torts, and family law' (Gr' C)
Coøtì.nentøI øni' Løtin Ameticøn Legøl Theory. Two hours' See
Page 61

for

course descriPtion.

corþorøte Finøøce. Two hours. see Page 63 for course description.
Corþorøte Pløøøiøg. Two hours. Planning-and pr-ob-le¡1 course in

corporate, tax, securities' accounting, and related 6elds' Students
wili drafi irrsiruments and supporting memoranda in solution of
a variety of questions in coiporatJ organization' -Backgrou-nd
l"o-t.ai" equivalent to Bøsìøess Assocìãti'ons I ønd' II and lncome Tlxøtion is presupposed. (Gr. A)

Corþorøte Reorgønízøtìon.

Two hours.

See Page

63 for

course

description.

Creìli.tors' Rigbts. Three hours. Enforcement of judgments; attach*.rrt, grrÀithment, sequestration and receivership; statutes of
limitatión; fraudulent conveyances; assignments for beneft ot
creditors and compositions; bankruptcy. (Gr. A)
Crimi.nal Trial Aduocøc1l and' Ptøctice' Two hours. A seminar dealins with the problems and methods of criminal law practice,

of criminal law from the time ân attorney is
coi"rirrg
å case until the end of appellate proceedings. Emphasis
called iãto"rp."it
v¡ill be upon trial strategy and teihniques in both federal and
Texas courts. (Gr' D; RV)
Damøges, Two hours. Standards applicable generally to the computation of damages; measure of damages in contract' torts, and
condemnation proceedings. (Gr. C)

Directed Research. Maximum of three hours. Research upon legal
problems in any field of law may be carried on with the consent

ãf th" i.trttoctor involved. A comprehensive, analytical, and critical paper must be prepared to - the instructor's satisfaction.
Open to students who hive completed over one-third of hours
rcquired for graduation. Prior to registration for Directed Re-
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search, the student must obtain, on a form supplied by the Records Secretary, writren approval of the instructor for the research

project. (R\Ø)
Domestìc Reløti.ons. Two hours. The legal problems of the family;
marriage, annulment, divorce, legitimacy, custody, and support
of family members, adoption, and other maners conceiñing

juveniles. (Un.)

A study of various acrs covering
employer-employee relations such as social securiry, f.air labir
standards acts, unemployment compensation, Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act, lùØalsh-Healy and Davis Bacon Acts. (Gr. D)

Emþloyee Reløtions. Two hours.

Equi.table Retnedies. Two hours. Nature and source of equitable
rights; specifrc performance and recovery situations; reformation;
rescission; restitution; injunctions; interpleader; quieting title;

limitations on powers

of courr sitting in equity. (Gr. C)

Estøte Plønnìng ønd. Prøctìce. Two hours. Problems involved in the
planning of estates with emphasis on rax savings and simpliûed

¿dministration; the drafting of trusts and q¡ills to achieve iound
programs_of estate management; consideration of problems incident to the use of family partnerships, family coiporations, and
other intra-family arcangements. (Gr. B)

II. Two hours. Estate and gift tâx âspects of inter vivos and
testamentary transfers of property; tduciary administration of
trusts and decedents' estates. Prerequisite: Estates /. (Gr. B)

Estøtes

Ethics ønd Løat Semiøør. Two hours. (Alternative to Ethi.cs Lectures.) A seminar on ethical problems of interesr to lawyers and
ministe¡s in the performance of the duties of their réspective
professions. Students examine prâctical situations in which questions of the responsibilities of the lawyer to his client, the cóurts
and society are presenred. Similar situations involving the minister's relation m his church and community are examined. Enrollment is by permissþn .of the insrrucror. (In conjunction with
Perkins School of Theology.) (Gr. E; RV)

Courts. Three hours. Diversity of citizenship jurisdiction;
federal question jurisdiction; rernoval of cases from jtate courrs;
conflicts between federal and srare judicial sysrems; the substantive law applied in the federal courts; problems of venue, process,
and joinder; appellate jurisdiction and procedure. (Gr. C)

Federøl

Federøl Oil øød. Gøs Tøxatìoø. Two hours. See page 64
description.

for

course

Fature Interests Sentiøør, Two hours. Vesred and contingent inter-
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in property; powers of appointment; class gifts and construction pròblems; the Rule against Perpetuities; direct restraints on
alienation. (Gr. B)
Gouernment Contructs. Tv¡o hours. An introduction to the lav¡
of contracts with the Federal Government including variations
from law of private contracts and special areas of formal advertising, cha.tges, equitable adjustménts, delays, and disputes.
ests

(Gr. D)
Goaerntnent Regu.løti.on

ol Oil ønd' Gøs, Three hours. See Page
64 for course description.
lnsurønce, Two hours. Principles governing the making and construction of insurance contrâcts; types of insurance otganiza,tions; government suPervision and Control; interests protected
by insu"rance contract;; selection and control of risks; study of
standard form of insurance policies and the construction and
application of Tex¿s statutes. (Gr. A)
Inter-Americøn Regìonal, Løw. Two hours. See Page 64 for course
description.

Iøternøtioøøl Løtt',. Three hours. The sovereignty concept; nationality; territoriality; jurisdiction,of states; recognition and diplo*"ii" itrt.t"ourse; âSreements between states; the use of force
intentionally; international claims. (Gr. E)
Iøternøtioøal Orgønizøtions Løta.Three hours. See Page 65 for course
description.

and Cotnmerce. Maximum credit, three hours.
-loørøøI ol AìrofLøut
comments on topics of current interests, notes on
Preparation

of
Air Løtt, anìl Cotnnterce, (Un.; RV)
'lournøl of Arr Lø1p ønd' Comm'erce EditoriøI Setninat. One hour. A
casËs

of

signi6.cance, and editoriãl work incident to publication

JournøI of

forum for joint faculty and student discussion of current loarøøtr

to integrate lowøøl work
v¡ith the^ initructional program of the School of Law. Limited
to editors of.the loørnøl' of Aìr Løta ønil Comrnetce, and to students of the Institute of Aerospace Law. (Un.; R1W)
Løbor Løtu. Three hours. Federal law governing labor-management
relations. Includes a study of the rights and duties of unions and
employers, the forms of concerted activity, such as strikes, picketing and boycotts, the negotiation and enforcement of collective
bargaining agreements, and problems of jurisdiction and accommoãation"ariiing undór .rrttiã.tt ,trt" trrá feder¿l laws afiecting
labor relations. (Gr. D)
Løbor Problems Semìøør. Two hours. Seminar designed for students
having a special interest in labor law. Among the topics srudied
ar"r impaCt of antitrust law on labor relations; duty of. f.air
representation; relation of federal labor statutes to the common
research piojects, ofieied as a seminar
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lav¡ of torts; constitutional aspects of certain forms of concerted
âctivity; recent developments in the duty to bargain; the evolving
law of the "hot cârgo" agreement; accommodation of NLRB and
Title VII of Civil Rights Act; public employees and union representation; settlement of emergency disputes; NLRB remedial
orders; changing institutional nature of labor unions; intra-union
relations. (Gr. D)
Løød Use Plannìng, Two hours. Evolution of legal theory from
nuisance doctrines to recognition of the comprehensive plan as
an element of local land use control; components of the comprehensive plan, and methods for its enforcement-particulady zoning, subdivision regulation, street mapping, set back ordinances;

administration of zoning and subdivision regulation-amendof the zoning ordinance, spot zoning, special exceptions,
special permits, floating zones, variances, accessory use, nonconforming use, due process requirements, the subdivision plat, declar¿tions of restrictions, legality of administrative conditions; pubments

lic acquisition of land-urban renewal, mass transportation, õpen
spâce; the exercise of the power of eminent domain. (Gr. B)
Løu ønil Psycbìøtry. Two hours. A seminar taught jointly by
members of legal and medical (psychiatric) faculties, inquiring
broadly into criminal and civil law. The objective is to rrain
lawyers to understand and use some of the insights of the behavioral sciences. (Gr. E; R\Ø)
Laut iø Socì.ety I øød II. Four hours. See Page 6f for course description.

Accountìng. Two hours. An introduction to rhe theory and
principles of accounting. Emphasis is placed on a legal analysis
of such matters as determination of income, merhods of allocating costs to different accounring periods, transacrions involving
debt and equity 6nancing, concepts of corporate surplus, anã
techniques of consolidating corporate ûnancial statements. (Gr.

Legal

A)

Aìd.. Maximum credit, three hours. Represenrarion of indigent clients in all types of cases, civil and -criminal, with close
faculty supervision. This includes interviewing, prepârarion of
briefs and pleadings, and court appearances as well as-attendance
at lectures on the practical application of legal principles and
the role of social agencies in relation thereto. 1Gr. Õ¡
Legøl Hhtory. Three hours. A history of Anglo-American law
with emphasis on development of judicial institutions, historical
inter-relation of rules of private law, development of criminal
law, sources and growth of equity, development of political institutions, the reception of the common law in the Ùnited Srares,
and Spanish elements in Texas Law. (Un.)

Legal
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Lepøl Histor)t Seminør. Two hours' A study of basic legal concepts
with particulai reference to developÏn historiial perspective
^U.tit".l
States in gene.al and Texas in particular'
ments in th.
Certain concePts are examined cãmparatively to demonstrate the
impact of hisiorical trends upon *odertt substantive and adjective law. (Gr. E; R'W)

Legal Probleøs

of Oøter Sþace Actiuitìes. Two

hours. See

Page

69 f.or course descriPtion'

of tbe IJrbøn Societ'y. Two hours' ,A' study of
Ï"w ir, âction in the contemporáry urban community, of

Lesøl Problem;

the
the

social impact of the law, and of the role of the legal process, as
an instnrlnent of social ordering and social control; identifying
emerging community-legal problems, deFning the pertinence of
law io ihe problems, and exploring possible legal solutions. (Gr.

D)

Medi.co-LegøI Problems. Two hours. A study of the relation of law
and med-icine, including the considerations involved when memand ñredical professions must-cooperâte-in-.the
bers of the lágal
-problem.
Subjects covered include: medical diagsolution of a
nosis and case m"tt"gement; an ânatomy of trauma; preParâtion
and trial of cases lnvolving medical testimony and hospital
records; and damages' (Gr. C)
Moot Coø¡t, One hour. Introduction to the ârt of persuasion by
written and oral legal arguments; course culminates in annual

moot court comPetition. (Un.)
Møniciþal Corþorøtions. Two hours. Legislative control over municipãl corpôrations including constitutional limit¿tion on legislative poweri, home rule provisions, federal-local licensing -and contr"ctual relationships; general municipal Powers and the police
power; municipal êxpenditures and public PurPose limications;
municipal contracts including agreements with labor organiza'
tions; municipal bonds, property' taxes, special assessments; mu-

nicipal liability in tort. (Gr. D)
Oil and Gas, Three hours. Extent of title in unsevered oil and gas;
correlative rights and duties of owners in a common reservoir;
governmental regulation; remedies against tresPassers; analysis of
instruments conveying mineral interests, including both deeds
and leases; partition; pooling and unitization. (Gr. B)

Pøtent

Laut, Two

hours. Legislative provisions, patentability, prior

art, Patent Office practice, validity, infringement, licensing and
relations with respect to copyright and trademark. (Un.)
Prøctice Coørt I ønd II. Two hours. Preparation and trial of cases.

Students are divided into groups of two, one representing the
plaintiff, the other representing the defendant, and speciûc cases
are assigned each group. Fall semester-investigation of the case,
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preparation of the pleading, interlocutory hearings on motions
and demurrers, and drafting proper orders, pre-trial proceedings
and selection of the jury. Spring semester-trial on merits, examination of witnesses, preparation of instructions and special
issues, motions incident to judgment, motions for new trial, perfection of appeals. (GR. C)
Problems in Professionøl Resþonsìbi.lity. Two hours. (Altern¿rive
to Etbics Lectøres,) Intensive study of ethical considerations in
day-to-day law practice, examined through problems posing questions conscience and the application of the Canons of Professional

Ethics. (Gr. E; R\Ø)
Probletns ol Doing Bushtess Abroød. Three hours. See Page 6l f.or
course description.
Problent.s of Proof. Two hours. Burden of proof and presumptions on particular issues; procedure of admitting and excluã-

ing evidence; parol evidence; actual practice in making proof
of essential elements of a cause of action or defense. (Gr. C)

Proþerty Secørity, Two hours. The real properry morrgage including
rights and duties before and af,ter foreclosure, priorities, transfei
of interests of mortgagor and mortgagee, subrogation, marshalling,
discharge, and redemption. (Gr. B)
Regøløted. lnìløstrìes Seøìnør, Two hours. An examinarion of those
sectors of the economy that are comprehensively regulated by
governmental authority. The pertinent legal and economic questions are considered and their resolution within the framework
of the administrarive process is explored. Attention is focused
on such selected industries as transportation, communication,
agriculture, banking, and public pow"i. (Gr. D)
Regølati.on-of Basiøess. Three hours. A study of governmenr regu-

lation of business; conrrol over monopoly'and"other devices ior
restraining competition by the federal anrirrusts acts, their interpre.tation_ and application; control by the courrs, legislatures
and the Federal Trade Commission over unfair methodrlf competition; problems of rate-regulated public utilities. (Gr. D)

Rotnøn

Løtu. Two hours. The development of the Roman

law

from the earliest times through the lafe classical period, including

of actions, property, contracrs and delicts, and a compari-with the development of Anglo-American legal institut-ions.
(Gr. E; R\lZ)
Scien,ce, Technology, aøi. Løw. Two hours. A study of the development-by cóLrts.and legislators of rules to *.åt the impact
of scientiú.c and technological innovations, and of how diverse
societies are organized to meet new problems through law. Cases
range from the broadest, e.g,, the industrial revolution and the
compensation of injured workers, to such new national and instudy
son
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ternational issues as liability in the event
(Gr. E; R\Ø)
Secøri.ti.es

Regaløtion, Two hours. See Page

of an atomic

disaster.

6f f.or course descrip-

tion.
Soøtltutesterø Løtu loønøL. Maximum credit, three hours. Preparation of coûrments on toPics of current interest, notes on cases of
signitcance, and editorial work incident to publication of the
Soatbtuestern Løu., loørnø\, (Un.; R\Ø)
Sou.thtaestern Løu Joørnøl Editoriø|, Seøìøør. One hour. A forum

for joint and student discussion of current loørnøl

research

projécts, ofiered as a seminar to integrate Joønøl work with the
instructional program of the School of Law. Limited to editors
of. the Soøtbtuestern Løu,' lomøøL (Un.; R\Ø)
Tøx Proced.øre ønil Litìgøtioø. Two hours. See Page 6i for course
description.

Tøxøtioø ønd Fìscøl Polìcy. Two hours. See Page

6i for course

description.
Tøxøtiott. of Busìness Eøtities. Two hours. See Page 66 for course
description.
Taxati.on of Deferred' Comþeøsøtìon Plans. Two hours. See Page
66 for course description.
Texøs Laød

of

Titles. Two

hours. Contracts

for

sale

of land; forms

deeds; descriptions; wartarttY and other covenants

of title;

escrows;'recording statutes; practice in drafting; acquisition of
title to land through adverse possession. (Gr. B)
Texas Matrìmoøiøl Proþerty Løw. Three hours. The Texas law of
sepârate and community property and

family property

exemPt

from creditor's claims. (Gr. B)
Texøs Prøctice. Three hours. A critical examination of these ereas
of Texas procedure: jurisdiction over the subject mat-ter and the
person; vênue and piea of privilege; pleading; -special. is-sue suþ
mission; doctrine

of direct and collateral attacks on judgments;
(Gr. C)

appellate jurisdiction and procedure.

'Vorhtnen's Comþensøtìon One hour. A comprehensive study of
the Texas Vorkmen's Compensation Act and the court decisions
interpreting the various provisions of the act. (Gr. C)
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THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
AMERICÁ.N AND FOREIGN LA\ø
The Graduate School of American and Foreign Law, in offering
programs of advanced study beyond the first degree in law, is de-

signid to broaden the student's understanding of the AngloAmerican legal system and its place in the world and to offer
opportunity for study to those interested in international and foreþn legal problems. To achieve its objectives, the Graduate School
of Americãn and Foreign Law ofiers opportunities for study and
research in the following areas:
1. Advanced study in Anglo-American jurisprudence.
2. An intensive course of study in internation¿l and foreign
legal problems for United States lawyers,
3. One-year courses of specialized legal training in international
law, comparative law, and basic principles of Anglo-American
law for lawyers from foreign countries.
GENERAL GRADUATE STUDIES
Objectìues. This program offers lawyers previously trained in
Anglo-American law an opportunity f.or more productive careers
in the private prâctice of law, in te¿ching, and in the public service. The program is designed to: (1) afford intensive training_on
the graduate level in the ûelds of law which have become highly
speciãlized in modern urban practice, especially in the Southwest;
(2) increase the student's understanding of the philosophy and
history of law and of the administration of justice; ( 3 ) encourage
research and creative writing in the law and related fields; and (4)
ofier specialized instruction to practicing lawyers âs à p^rt of the
plan for continuing education of the Bar. A student in this program
will seek the Master of Laws (LL.M.) or Doctor of the Science of
Law (S.J.D.) degree.

Historicøl Back"groønd. The School of Law inaugurated the program of graduate legal studies in L9J9. This program is designed to
meet the need for continuing development in the law caused by
the changes and stresses of the modern era. Initially, the offerings
were limited, with specialized curricul¿ in areas of interest to southv¡estern lawyers, such as oil and gas, taxation, and corporate problems. Additions to the program were gradually made. In 1963, a
program leading to the doctoral degree in law (S.J.D.) r¡¡as added
to the master of laws (LL.M.) progrâm. The doctoral degree is
sought primarily by those in the academic ûeld and by persons who
seek extended research in specialized areas of the law. A.dmission
to the S.J.D. program is severely limited.

,,

The Law Institute of the Americas

THE LA\ø INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
of the Americas is designed to im-

Objectìues. The Law Institute

prove understanding among the peoples of the Americas through
study of the law, institutions, and governments of the American
nations and to train lawyers to handle \Øestern Hemisphere legal
problems.

TrrB Crvu--Lew Cunnrcu¡,uvr*
This program is designed for North American common lav¡ trained
lawyers who seek to acquire a competence in representing individuals
and firms engaged in foreign operations, or who wish to work with
governmental agencies operating abroad or with foreign clients.
Upon satisfactory completion of a year of study in the civil law
system, primarily of Latin America, and in comparative law, supplemented by course offerings in specialized ûelds of International
Law and Latin American Public Law, the student receives the
Master of Comparative Law (M.C.L.) degree. Knowledge of the
Spanish language is recommended, but is not required.
An additional period of graduate study in Latin America is available to students who have successfully completed the one-year program described above and have demonstrated an exceptional capacity for advanced study in the civil law. Under arrangements
with selected Latin American universities, students mây pursue a
course of study which, if successfully completed, will lead to a
doctor¿te in civil law. Eligibility f.or participation in the programs
in Latin A.merica requires proûciency in the Spanish language.
The courses of instruction for 1967-1968 are listed on Page 61.
THp Courvrox-Lerv Cunnrcut-u¡vr
This program is designed to offer Latin American lawyers, trained
in the civil law, an opportunity to acquire a knowledge of the legal
systems and political and legal institutions

of the United

States.

The program includes a study of international legal problems, with
particular emphasis on those relating to the \øestern Hemisphere.
Successful completion of studies leads to the degree of Master of
Comparative Law (M.C.L.).
The courses of instruction f.or 1967-1968 te listed on Page 61.
Hi.stori.cøtr Backgroønd. The Law Institute of the Americas was
established as a gradvate division of The School of Lav¡ in 1952
as a prâgmatic experiment in international legal education. The
organizers recognized that lawyers are generally âmong the leading
* Students interested in this program should make inquiry of the Chairman of

the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies, as the program and curriculum
subject to change.

are
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arbiters of policies, both national and international, and believed
that inter-cultural exchange would increase the sense of total
hemispheric responsibility âmong future decision makers. The program of the LJw Institute of the Americas was designed to teach

èivil-law lawyers of Latin America the fundamental approaches,
thought patterns, theories, and terminology of Anglo-American
common law, At the same time, the Law Institute undertook to
teach common-law lawyers of Canada and the United States the
fundamental approaches, thought patterns, theories, and terminology
of Latin American civil law. Both groups were combined in comparative courses of constitutional and commercial law and in courses
dealing v¡ith the international law of the Americas, known as interAmerican regional law.
The ûrst class arrived in 79J2 and, worhing with the f.aculty,
helped iron out the program's weak points, strengthen its strong
points, and demonstrate that an inter-American graduâte program
could function smoothly and beneûcially. Foreign students in this
and following Sroups used the opportunity to learn about the United
States and to creâte in Texas a deeper interest in their own nations.
Encluring friendships and professional relationships were established.
The work of the Law Institute of the Americas has had wide
effect in Latin American legal education and in government. Former
students have experimented in their own countries with United
States legal teaching methods, including student discussions, the case
method of study, practice court courses, and the like. A number
of Latin American graduates have entered their countries' foreign
service, and have served in the United Nations and the Organiza-

tion of American

States. They have held important government

positions in ministries and the courts, and have ¿ided in drafting
modern legislation.
Many of the U.S. and Canadian graduates have entered into
practice with ûrms representing investors in Latin American businesses, have been employed by corporâtions q¡ith Latin American
interests, or have been employed by Latin American law ûrms,
There have been more than 17J graduates of the Law Institute of
the Americas. Almost all are directly utilizing the training and education derived from the Law Institute. This group has published
more thxn sixty scholarly articles and a number of books dealing

with

commercial law, comparâtive law, constitutional law, and
inter-American regional law.

THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN LA\ø
Objecti.ucs. The Academy of American Law provides a comprehensive program of study in the theory and practice of American

political and legal institutions and the American legal system to
lawyers from outside the \Øestern Hemisphere q¡ho have not re-

The Academy of American
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in Anglo-American law.
The courses of instruction f.or 1967-7968 are listed on Page 61.

ceived training

Historicøl Backgroønd.. The success

of the Law Institute of

the Americas led to the establishment of the Academy of American Law. The students are lawyers from outside the Vestern
Flemisphere who are not trained in Anglo-American common law.
They are introduced to the basic processes and instructions of
.A,merican law. Stress has also been placed on the evolution of constitutional principles essential to the development of human freedom and upon international law and the establishment of an ordedy
framework for international relations.
Lawyer-students in this program have come from the Far and
Middle East and from Europe. Like the Latin Americans, rhey have
benefitted from increased knowledge and frorn living in the United
States and learning of its multifaceted society. Students from
Canada, the United States, and Latin America have learned to
appreciate the scholarship and ability of the lawyers from outside
the Hemisphere. A benefici¿l side-effect has been the introduction
of non-American students, most for the first time, to Latin Americans and to Latin American legal institutions.

The Academy's former students have utilized their knowledge
effectively and prof.tably for themselves and their countries. In the
Far East, a number of former Academy students have taken seats
on the courts of their homelands. Several have become legal educators. Others have held public ofrce or h¿ve pracriced law, often
representing United States and other foreign clients,
DEGREES

ol Løus (tL.M.). To

receive the degree of Master of
Laws the student must meet the following requirements:
( I ) Residence in The School of Law for not less than two
semesters if a full-time student, and not less than four semesters
Møster

if

a part-time student.

(2) Completion of a sufficienr number of graduate courses ro
make a total of at least sixteen semester-hours excluding courses
with a grade below 20. The student musr hâve an averãge gtade
of 80 on all courses taken. Undergradvate courses in the Jtudìnt's
ûeld of specialization may be taken if approved by the Chairman
of the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies.
(3) Completion of at leasr four semesrer-hours in the field of
the general theory of law. These courses are counred toward the
sixteen-hour requirement.
\Øith prior approval, the student may rake nor more than four
hours of his required work in the Gr¿duate School of Humanities
and Sciences or in Perkins School of Theology. In particular, a sru-
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dent will benefrt from courses in economics and theology in which
there is considerable jurisprudential content.
(4) Preparation of a dissertation, written under the direction of
a professor. This dissertation must be approved by both the professor and the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies. It must be submitted in triplicate at least 60 days before the date on which the
candidate seeks to receive his degree. It is recommended that the
dissertation be in a form suitable for publication. The dissertation
must comply with the instructions published by the Committee;

instructions are available from the Committee.

(t) All requirements must be completed ruithin three years
from the date of initial registration as a gradttate student, unless
the candidate is continuously enrolled as a pârt-time student, in
which case all requirements must be completed within tve years.
Since one of the primary aims of the graduate program is to
foster research and encourage cre¿tive writing, it is contemplated
that the formal course work will require approximately two-thirds
of the student's time and that the other one-third will be devoted
to the dissertation. Therefore, candidates for degrees will not be
permitted to register for more than four two-hour courses in one
semester if full-time and not more thân two two-hour courses if
part-time.

Møster

ol

Comþøratiue

Løu (M.C.t.). The requirements for

degree include the completion of twenty-four hours of credit
from the courses set out below in the programs of the Law Insti-

this

tute of the Americas or the Academy of American Law or from
other courses selected after consultation with the Committee on
Graduate Legal Studies. The degree is awarded to those students
grade of 7 5 , and
who complete the course work with
no grade below 70.

^î

^verage

Doctor ol tbe Scieøce of Løut (S.J.D.). Persons who have completed
the requirements for the Master of Laws degree or the Master of
Comparative Law degree with distinction, or who have engaged in
law teaching or the practice of law for five years and demonstrated
legal scholarship by writings of high merit, may be admimed to
candidacy for the S.J.D. degree. A candidate for the doctoral degree will ordinarily be in residence for one yeat and enroll in at
least four semester-hours of courses (two hours in legal philosophy
ancl two hours in comparative legal theory or international law).
These requirements may be waived by the Committee on Graduate

Legal Studies when the candidate has completed work ar the
master's level in this institution. The candidate must, within f.ve
years aÍ.ter completion of the residence requirement for the S.J.D,
degree, satisfactorily complete a thesis in publishable form and pass
an oral examination on his thesis topic and related subjects.

Admission
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ADMISSION
STUDENTS \øHO ARE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
The S.J.D. degree and the LL.M. degree require extensive previous
training in the common law system. Applicants for admission to
candidacy for these degrees must normally have obtained an undergraduate law degree from an approved school of Anglo-American
law. Applicants for the M.C.L. degree (Civil-Law Program)
must also have received a degree from an approved school of
Anglo-American law. Moreover, each applicanr musr hold a college degree from an accredited college or university, although
the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies may in its discretion
waive the requirement if the applicant graduated from law school
before September 1952. The applicant must have a superior undergraduate lav¡ school record,
The foreign applicant for the M.C.L. degree (Common-Law Pro-

gram) must be a graduate of a foreign law school of standing
to those approved by the Section of Legal Education
of the American Bar Association. His undergraduate law record
must demonstrate superior scholarly aptitude and he must be
proficient in the English language.
comparable

STUDENTS \øHO ARE NOT CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
A limited number of members of the bar who do not seek ¡dvanced degrees may be admitted to graduate seminar courses as special students. Auditors are not permitted, as all students must participate in the work of the course, must prepare such assignments
as may be required, and must take examinations.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Application for admission to General Graduate Studies should
be made to the Secretary, Committee on Graduate Legal Studies,
School of Law, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 75222,

will be mailed upon requesr. An applicant must include with his application a leter staring the puipose for v¡hich he wishes to do graduate work. Completed applications should be received by August I in the case of United States
U.S.A. Application forms

applicants, by July

I for all others.

Application for admission to the Law Institute of the Americas
by Latin American students should be m¿de ro the Instirute of
International Education through the Commitree for Study and
Training in the United States in the candidate's counrry in September or October of the year preceding that of intended enrollment.
The address of the Commiæee can be obtained from the Cultural
Affairs Officer at the United States Embassy or from the nearest
U.S. consular of6ce. Application may also be made directly to the
Secretary, Committee on Graduate Legal Studies, School of Law,
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Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 7t222, U.S.,A.. Application forms will be sent upon request. Appplications shall include the age of applicant; a short cørrìculum uitøe; statement of
proficiency in English; a certified transcript of grades received in
law school, in English; letters of recommendation from the Dean
of the law school and from a law professor; and a recent heâd-andshoulders photograph of the applicant. Applications for each term
beginning in September may be filed at any rime before April 1.

Application for admission to the Law Institute of the Americas
by North American students and to the Academy of American Law
should be made to the Secretary, Committee on Graduate Legal
Studies, School of Law, Southern Methodist University, Dallas,
Texas 7t222, U.S.A. Application forms will be mailed upon request. An applicant must include with his application a letter
stating the purpose for which he wishes to do graduate work.

FELLO\TSHIPS
Fellowships providing tuition, fees, room, board, books,
a
year
stipend of $lO per month for nine months are available each^îd
to a limited number of highly qualified students of the Law Institute of the Americas and of the Academy of American Lavr¡. A
number of tuition grants are available to candidates for the LL.M.
degree who present superior scholastic records.
Attencion of foreign applicants is directed to the fact that the
Graduate School of American and Foreign Law has no funds to

grant {or travel expenses, either to or from the United States or
within the United States, nor does it have any administr¿tive influence through which government or private agencies can be
persuaded to assist in travel.

SCHEDULE OF COURSES
1967-7968

For the year 1967-1968 the Faculty proposes to offer the courses
listed on Page 61, with the number opposite eâch course indicating
the number of semester-hours of credit. Every effort will be made
to adhere to this program, but intervening circumstances may require changes.

Schedule

of

6l

Courses

*GENERAL GRADUATE
FÂLL SEMESTER

196Z

Administrative Agency Practice ----

Air Law I

spRINc sËMEsrER 1968

2

Air Law II

5

)

International Law

3

Law in Society I

2

2
Corporate Reorganization --Feder¿l Oil and Gas f*atio* -------- 2
fnternational Organizations Law ---- 3
Land Use Planning
z
Law in Sæiety II ---------------------------- ,
Problems of Doing

Securities Regulation
Taxation and Fiscal Policy -----------Tax Procedure and Litigation --------

2
2

of
Taxation of

Corporate Finance -------------------------Government Regulation of

Oil md

Ges

2
5

Business

Abroad

Taxation

3

--------------

Business Entities -------- 2

Deferred
Compensation Plans -------------------- 2

*LA\ø INSTITUTE OF THE

A.MERICAS

(Civil-Law Program)
FALL SEMESTER 1962

SPRING SEMESTER 1968

Civil

3

Common Market Law -------------------Continentel and Latin-,A.merican
Legal Theory

2

Ame¡ican Constitutions
af

3

Law in Society II

2

Problems

Law
Comparative Criminal Justice -------- 2

Comme¡cial Law (Civil)
Comparative Private

--------------

International Law
Inter-Americ¿n Regional Law

Internationel Law
Law in Society I

--------

---------------.

)

---------------- 2

International Organizations Law ----

of Doing

2

l

-------------------------- 2

Business á,b¡oad -------------------------

Roman L¡w

3

2

LA\T INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
(Common-Law Program)
and

ACÁ.DEMY OF AMERICAN L,q.\T
F,ILL

sPR¡Nc SEMESTER 1968

SEMESTER 1967

Commerciel Law

I (Common) ---- 3

Comparative Private
International Law

2

International Law -----------------3
Inter-Americen Regional L";--------- )

Law in Society I

Property Ownership (Common) ---U.S. C,onstitutional Strucru¡e ------

II (Common) ---Common Market Law -------------------Commercial Law

C¡iminal Law (Common)

Government, Labor, and Business---International Organizatiom Law ----

2

Land Use Plenning

2

Law

3

3

2
------------ 2
J

I

----------------------- 2
---------------------------- 2

in Society II
Problems of Doing
Business,{,broad -------------------------

3

* Courses listed here may be taken for undergraduate crcdit with the permission

of the instructor by
have completod the

undergr¿duate students

with superior grade avenges who

6¡st- and second-year required

courses.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
The unit of credit is the semester-hour, which represents one
class-hour per week for a semester. The number of semester-hours
of credit given for the satisfactory completion of each course is
stated. Letter symbols following the course descriptions arc f.or
the information of undergraduate students and have these meangroup assignment; Un,
no group credit; RIf'
ings: Gr.
- writing credit possible. Cott'rses
'uitbout søcb symbols
research and
møy not be tøken by und.ergrødøøte stud'ents.
Adrtìnìstratìue Agency Prøctìce, Two hours. Problems encountered by the practitioner in presenting his case before an administrative agency, with special attention to: illustrative egency proceedings involving adjudication, rulemaking and investigation,
including the pre-hearing conference, the testimonial and written
case, comparison of the examiner's initial decision and the agency's
ûnal decision; rules of practice and procedure of representative

federal, state end local agencies; government contracts; evalu¿tion of standards for judicial review of administrative ¿ctionthe substantial evidence rule, the clearly erroneous rule, trial de
noao; need for legislative reform-appraisal of the Administrative Procedure Act, the Administrative Conference of the United
States, the Model St¿te Administrative Procedure Act. (Gr. D;

R\ø)

Air Løu /. Three hours. See Page 44 for course descrþtion.
Ab Løta lI. Two hours. See Page 44 for course description.
Atnerican Constitøtions. Two hours. Problems of constitutionalism
in the American nations. Particular emphasis will be placed upon
such 6.elds as the sepâration of powers, federalism, and certain
substantive civil economic and social rights. (Gr. E; R\Ø)
Ciai.l Løu, Three hours. Sources of private law in a selected civillaw jurisdiction, code interpretation and classi6cation, general
theory of juridical acts in a civil-law jurisdiction, a study of the
law of contracts and obligations, the laq¡ of property, personal
and real, the land registry and real rights; a brief survey of civil
law actions and remedies. (Gr. E)
Cornmercìøl Løu I. (Common-Law Curriculum). Three hours.
Discussion of detailed problems of the Anglo-American law of
contracts, agetacy, and the law of sales.
Commetci.øl Lau lI (Common-Law Curriculum). Three hours.
Chattel mortgages, trust receipts, factor's liens, other liens, bills
and notes, partnerships, and compositions.
Cotntnncial Law (Civil-Law Curriculum). Three hours. Historical
development of the law merchant, and study of the code of commerce in a civil-law jurisdiction, its application to commercial

Description of

Courses

6,

acts in transactions, problems

of drafting and counseling in com-

A study of

business associations and negotiable

mercial contracts.

instruments under the commercial code of a civil-law jurisdiction. (Gr. E)
Cotntton Mørh-et Løut. Two hours. ,4, comparative study of the
international agreements establishing the European Economic
Community, the Latin,A.merican Free Trade Association, and the
Central American Common Market. Study will be made of the
customs and trade area established or attempted to be established

by the three communities, the development of common economic
policies, and the institutions established to catry out the functions.
(Gr. E)
Comþøratiue Crìminøl Justice. Two hours. Introduction to and discussion of the n¿ture of the criminal process in the civil law,
with emphasis on the law of France. Comparative studies of
criminal justice in the civil law system with that of the United

with the objective of gaining perspective of the American
system and attempting to frnd more workable civil law analogues
to some of the present criminal procedures in the United States.
Examples of speci6.c problems that might be explored include the
feasibility of such proposals as transforming the Federal Commissioner into the equivalent of the civil law system's investigating magistrate and allowing full pre-trial discovery as in the
States

civil law system. (Gr. E)
Comþørøtiue Prìuate lnternøtioøal Lata. Two hours. ,4, comparative

analysis of the most import¿nt concepts of international conflict of laws and their application in the courts of the U.S., England, France, Germany, some Latin American countries, and the
Socialist countries. After a series of lectures, it is planned to assign the most important topics such as jurisdiction, enforcement
of foreign judgments, and the choice-of-law rules for contracts,
torts, property, wills and estates, and family law for seminar-t¡re

discussions. (Gr. E; R\Ø)
Contìnentøl and Løtin-Ameri.cøn Legøl Theory. Two hours. The
development of Continental and Latin-American legal philosophy
from the 19th century to the present. (Gr. E; R\Ø)

Corþorøte Finance. Two hours. Dividends, repurchase and redemption of issued shares, and organizational changes (charter amendments, merger, consolidation and sale of assets) ; corporate indebtedness; related problems of state and federal regulation. (Gr.

A; RV)

Corþorøte Reorgønizøtíon, Two hours. Insolvent and solvent reorganizations under federal and state law. Special attention will
be given to the tax and corporate law aspects of solvent corporâte
reorganizations including mergers, acquisitions and recapitaliza-
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will be on
X of the Bankruptcy Act, the requirements of f.air-

tions; with insolvent reorganizations the emphasis
Chapter

ness and feasibility, and the rights of creditors and shareholders.
Prerequisites: Business Associøtions I ønd ll and lncorne Tøxøtion,

(Gr.

A; RV)
Løu (Common-Law Curriculum). Two hours.

Origins
and sources of criminal law in the United States; the elements of
the crime and the various speci6.c crimes.
Federøl Oil øød, Gøs Taxøtion Two hours. Tax problems of the
petroleum industry; the leasing transaction, farm-outs and sharing
arrangements; drilling and development costs; operations. Techniques used in sales and exchanges, depletion and intangibles, development and operations, 6,nances and sharing arrângements,
transfers of oil properties, unitization and other organizatioîal

Crimi.øøl'

matters. (Gr.

A; R\Ø)

Gouerørnent, Løbor, ønil Bu;iøess, Three hours. Organization and
procedure of federal and state administrative agencies; delegations
of powers, the nature of the power vested in administrative
agencies, requirements of due process, judicial control over ¿dministrative action. Association of employees and the legality and
illegality of labor objectives; forms of concerted ¿ctivities such
as strikes, picketing, primary and secondary boycotts; legal
aspects of collective bargaining. Legal adjustments of the conflict of interests caused by the rise of large scale business associations with emphasis upon control of monopoly and restraints of
competition by antitrust acts and control over unfair methods of
comPetition.

of Oil ønd Gøs. Three hours. Need for
regulation, state and federal; sources of the right to regulate;
grov¡th and trend of regulation; court review of administrative
acts; federal versus state regulation; effect upon prices, competition, ultimate recovery, royalty owners, operators and upon the
economy generally; nature and mechanics of oil and gas reservoirs; voluntary and compulsory devices for accomplishing poolings and unitizations and their operationâl objectives; consequences of poolings and unitizations upon property and contract
interest affected. Prerequisite: the basic course in Oil ønd Gøs.
(Gr. D; RV)

Goaernment Regølation

Løu. Two hours. International legal
of the American States, with particular emphasis upon
the Charter of the Organization of American Stâtes, the InterAmerican Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance, the American Treaty
on Pacific Settlement; a study of juridical-political problems of
the Americas. (Gr. E; R\Ø)
Internøtionøl Løtu, Three hours. See Page 47 for co,¿rse description.
Inter-American Regi.onal
principles

Description of

Courses
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Internationøl Organizatìoøs Lau. Three hours. Maintenance of
international order and accomplishment of international justice
through the United Nations; privileges and responsibilities of
member states; functions and pov¡ers of its principal organs. (Gr.
E; R\Ø)
Lønd Use Planøing. Two hours. See Page 48 for course description.
Løw ìn Society l. Two hours. .4. study of the historical development of dóctrines concerning the nature and purpose of law;
origins of the legal ethic of the American society; the relationships of law, morality, and religion. (Gr. E)
Løut iø Society II. Two hours. Contemporary thought concerning
the nâture, purpose, and application of law; legal institutions of
an industrialized urban society; the impact of legal positivism
upon traditional Anglo-American legal theory. Prerequisitet Løan
in Socìety 1. (Gr. E)
Problems of Doìng Busìøess Abroad'. Three hours. An intensive
study of the practical legal and tax problems encountered by incotpor"tions doing business abroad under national
diviáuals
"ttd
law. Particular attention will be paid to the
¿nd international
problems of the petroleum industry such as the ownership of

minerals, open and closed countries as to oil and gas and the obtaining of concessions. The course also contains a survey of
\Øestern Hemisphere tax systems with emphasis on taxes imposed and entities taxable; analysis of reciprocal tax conventions
in force between U.S. and other countries; treatment of business
abroad under U.S. and foreign tâx statutes. (Gr. E; R\Ø)
Proþerty Otunerchiþ (Common-Law Curriculum). Two hours.

The institution of property in modern American law, including
the place of property in the social and economic order; the completè property; the fractions of property; the classifications of
property; and restraints on its use.
Romøn Løta. Two hours. See Page J0 for course description.
Securities Regulation. Two hours. Federal and Texas regulation of
the issuanðe and sale of corporate securities; anti-fraud provisions, broker-dealer registration' securities registration, administration and enforcement, civil liability and rescission' exemPtions'

insider trading, and proxy regulation. (Gr. A; R\Ø)
Tøx Procei.øre ønìl Litigøtion. Two hours. Preparation and trial
of tax cases in the Federal Courts; representation of a taxpayer
before the Internal Revenue Service; administrative powers and
procedures of the Internal Revenue Service; criminal violations of
the Internal Revenue Code; accumulations of supporting evidence
Íor a tax plan. (Gr. C)
Tøxøtion ønd. FiscøI Polìcy. Two hours. The effect of the budgetary
demands on revenue policy, shifting and incidence of taxation;
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of taxation on business activity; relationship berween federal and stâte taxing systems; social, political, and economic
implications of the tax structure. (Gr. D; R\Ø)
Taxøtion ol Basiness Entìtìes, Two hours. Tax problems incident
to the organization, operation, reorganization, termination, and
sale of business entities including partnerships, corporations, and
other forms of business organizations; and the related tax problems of the owners of such enterprises. Prerequisite; Iicotne
Tøxøtioø. (Gr. A; R\Ø)
Tøxøtiott of Defened Comþensøtion Plms. Two hours. Survey of
tax_ law relating to various kinds of deferred compensation plans,
effect

including profi_t sharing, stock bonus and pension plans; quillÊed
and non-qualified stock oprions; deferred compensation contr¿ct¡.

(Gr.

A;

R\Ø)

Constìtøtìoøal S;tructue. Three hours. The doctrine
of separation of powers, including discussion of the organizarion.
the functioning and powers of the three branches of ihe federal
government; certain problems of feder¿lism and the relationship between federal and state governments; substentive civil

Unìted

Støtes

and political rights.

Y
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THE INSTITUTE OF AEROSPACE LA\Ø
The Institute of Aerospace Law was founded in March '1967.It
is designed to offer ¿ threefold training in the developing frelds of
air law, trânsport law, and the law governing outer space activities,
and to meet the need of government, industry, and international
organizations

for lawyers so trained. Participants

engage

in a pro-

gram which includes courses and lectures, special research assignments, and a working relationship with the loørnøl of Air Løtu ønd
Comrnerce, a legal quarterly of world-wide circulation published at
The School of Law. A student in this program will nórmally seek
the Master of Laws (LL.M.) degree. quãfified marure studenrs may
be admitted to The School of L¿w's S.J.D. program. Graduate
degree programs are described beginning on Pagè f4.

Application

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
for admission to rhe Institute of Aerospace Law

should be made to the Director, fnsriture of Aerospãce Law,
School of Law, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas
7t222.
SCHEDULE OF COURSES
For the yeat 1967-1968 the Faculty proposes to ofier the courses
listed below with the number opposite each course indicating the
number

of

semester-hours

of credit.

Recom.mend.el Coørses
FA,LL SEMESTER

1967

spRrNc SEMESTER 1968

Âir Law II

,A,ir Law I
Economics of Transportation
and Loc¿tion
International Law

t{.ir Transport Labor Relations -----

Jownal of Air Lau and
Conmerce Editorial Seminar ------ I
P

,{.dministrative L¿w

Labor Law
Comparative Private

International Law

ertiøent

Ele

2

Legal Problems of Outer
Space Âctivities ---------------,---------- 2

Journal

of Air L¿u øni

Contmerce Editorial Seminar ------

1

ctiaes or Søbstita.tes

3

Admiralty

3

Problems

2

of

Business

Doing

Abroad

-----,--------------------

3

Internetional Organizations Lav¡ ----

3

Conflict of Laws

Description of

Courses

69

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

of credit is the semester-hour, which represents one
class-hour oer week for a semester. The number of semester-hours
of credit jiv.r, fo. the satisfactory completion of each course is
The unit

stated. Letier symbols following the course descriptions are for the
information of undergraduâte students and have these mea.ings:

Gr.-grottp assignment; (Jn.-no group credit; R\Z-research and
writing credit possible. All courses ofiered by the Institute of Aerorpa." iaw âre open to undergraduate students.
Admi.nistrøtiue Løttt, Three hours. See Page 4i Íor course description.

Admiralty, Three

hours. See Page 43 Íor course description.

I. Three hours. See Page 44 for course description.
Air Laut II. Two hours. See Page 44 for course description.

Ail

Løut

Løbor Reløtions. Two hours. The effects of the Railway Labor Act on air transport. Comparative studies of foreign
labor laws. A basic course in labor law is a prerequisite. (If an
insufÊcient number of students register for this course' it will
be combined with Løbor Problems Seminør). (Gr. D; R\Ø)

Air Trønsþort

Comþørøtiue Priuøte Internatì.onøl

for

Løw, Two hours.

See Page 63

course description.

Conflict of Løuts. Three hours. See Page 45 Lot course description.
Ecoøomics of Trønsþortøtion anil Locøti.on. Three hours. Development of trânsportation in the U.S.; functions of transportation;
theory of transportation rates; transportation geography, theory
of location; location changes and problems of adjustment. (Un.)
lntcrnøtionøI Løtu. Three hours. See Page 47 Íor course description.

of Air

Lø'tu ønil Cotnmerce Ed'itoriøl Semi.nar. One hour.
48 for course description.
Labor Løw. Three hours. See Page 48 for course description.
Internøti.onøl Orgønì.2øti.ons Løtu. Three hours. See Page 6l Íor

Journøl

See Page

course description.

Legal Problems of Oøter Sþøce Actiuity. Tv¡o hours. A study in
depth of selected national and international legal problems posed
by the development of space-going capabilities. (For 1967-1968,
this seminar will be conducted as part of the general seminar in
Science, Technology, and Løu). (Gr. E; R\Ø)
Problems ol Doi.ng Busìøess Abroal. Three hours. See Page 6J for
course description.
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